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IVll ENGINEER MOH SUES FOR ONLY FOUR CASES OF SMALLPDX
TWENTY THOUSAND DAMAGES, AND CONFINED TO TWO FAMILIES.
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Made by Authority of
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We have just reebiVe'd an elegant line of
fins
light driving harness. Priced rim from
$27.50.
Some beauties in this shipment. If you
want
something extra nice come and see what
we
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very service
able hand-made harness at
$12050 to

(Flom Thursday's Daily)
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Two suits for ten thousand dollars
All sorts of wild rumors abont
each were filed this morning as the
smallpox are being circulated, and a
outocene of the alleged assault on
plain statement of the situation is
due the public.
Mr. W. H. Taylor by former police
man Lee Morris at the Louisville
Accotding to the board of health,
and Nashville depot some time ago.
there afe four cases of the disease in
One of the suits is brought against
Hopkinsville, and these are °entitled
to two families.
the Louisville and Nashville Ball
road company. In his petition Mr.
There is smallpox in the Cavanah
Taylor states that he was standing
family on N ineteet.th street and in
within a few feet of the company's
the Bell family on Seventeenth and
lofiloe on ,the platform when Mr. MorClay streets.
ehi approached and abused him. He
At the former home,Mrs. Cavanah
whys that then no picked up his grips
and her son are victims .of the dissad moved over to board the train
ease, a-id the other persons ill are
whoa Mr. Morris again approached
Mrs. Bell alld her two•year-old child.
Special to New Era.)
that Wilson and Jones beat FitzgertI and the clubbing occurred. The
The catgut are of a mild type.
LOUISVILLE,Ky.,Sept.16 —The ald with the handle of a bayonet
plaintiff claims that the employes
The board of health, which is commystery surrounding the murder of while Sullivan lay in the room
feign- posed of Dr. R. L.
01 the railroad company were in close
Woodard, health
John Fitzgerald, of lialamaslo, ing sleep.
entire
the
during
.
prwarnIty to him
officer, chairman, E. B. Lmg, R. E.
Mich., employed for several years as
After
four hours of "sweating" by
ble and couldr,have prevented
Cooper and W. T. Tandy, is taking
a nurse by the Louisville city hos- the police authorities Sullivan
Con- precautions to prevent the
maim't.
spread of
pital, was solved last night by the fessed that he killed Fitzgerald
. He the disease.
The other suit is flied in the name
confession of thas. Sullivan, Fitz- claimed he was resisting
indecent Sinotthe cases were
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
reported to
gerald'e roam-Mate. Prior to the assaults made by Fitzgerald
and that the boa d,the houses
for the use and benefit of W. H.Tayhave
been querconfesssion of kiullivan, suspicion he struck his victim in
eelf-defense. aetined and placards
lor, Ad W. H. Taylor against L. A.
ef warning
rested strongly on Clyde Jones and The police believe Sullivan was
jeal- posted.
s and the Federal Union Surety
Harvey Wilson, who were being held ous of Clyde Jones and Harvey
Wil- The compulsory
natopany, of Indianapolis, Fad. Mr.
vaccination ordifor the murder, while Sullivan was son, whom he accused of the
murder nance Is being
Taylor claims in his petition that
strictly
enforced
merely regarded as a witness. Sul- In his original stoiy. The
men are throughout the
the assault made upon him by formneighborhoods of the
livan, until he broke down, asserted said to be perverts.
er i'oliceman Morris was entirely
disease and will be extended as
without cause and that the injuries
speedily as possible all over the city.
Willis Trial.
a• received caused him to be darnWhile the cases are mild, the most
a4 in the sum he prays for. The
severe cases could be contracted from
(From Thursday's Daily.)
(From Thursday's Daily)
surety company is made party to the
them, and everybody should be
The trial of Mrs. Jimmie Willis, at
Mr. R. T. Chilton, of Pembroke, is
bondsmen
Mr.
for
were
asit as they
promptly vaccinated.
Cadiz, charged with complicity in In the city
today.
The Latest In
Morris as policeman in the sum of the murder of Lieut. W. B.Johnston
In both the white and colord pubMr. C. N. Morrison, of Pembroke,
lie
schools
111,000.
at Canton in March, 1908, will prob- was in the
every pupil has been vaccity today.
cinated.
ably be concluded tonight. The takbrought
suit
L. Dudley Long will leave tomorK. B. Evitts has
ing of evidence was finally conclud- row for Chicago
to attend a medical
against Broussais Gregory for $1,000
ed yesterday afternoon about five college.
damages. The plaintiff alleges that
five o'clock. A special session of
Ever shown in Hopkinaville. Also a full
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Twytnan are visthe defendant unlawfully assault-ed
court was held last night at which iting in Nashville.
assortment of Latest Veils.
,From Thursday's Daily)
bias In this city on Sept. 11, and
attorney John Kelley: opened arguMr.
Starling
After
today
H.
rabbits
re
Thompson
withI
r
cannot
head
,
of
be killed
Henattack LAM over the
ment for the defense. Today Judge derson, is in the city.
in Kentucky until November 15th.
loaded end of a buggy whip knockJames
Breathitt, Congressman
Mr. Lee Watkins, of Gracey, is in Under the new game law squirrels
ing bun senseless and badly injuring Charles K.
Wheeler and Hon. Fen- the city.
cannot be killed between February 1
him ,
too Sims, for the defense, and counMrs. Mattie Overshiner Davis, of and the 16th day of June of each
You are cordially invited to call and
T. P. Johnson sues Harry Nickols ty attorney John C. Dabney, for the Florida, is visiting her mother in year. Squirfels and rabbits osnnot
inspect same,
this
city.
prosecution spoke.
be killed between September 16 and
lot $3100. He claims that the defend'
argument
The
will be closed toMiss Jean Goldthwalte, of Hop. November 16. This last provision
ant shot •horse worth $60, badly
orippling the animal. He also al- night, provided tile speeches are fin- Milstein°, was the guest of the was enacted for the reason that so
ished in time, at another special Misses Caruthers this week—Elkton many
Cor. 9th and Main.
Ladies Hatters
leges that Nichols badly injured anhunter* have the habit of goProgress.
Miss Franh Campbell, Mgr.
other horse worth $150 by running it session by the speech of Commoning out in October, claiming to be
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Stevens have
wealth's Attorney Denny P. Smith.
hunting squirrels and rabbits when
rata a barbed wire fence.
It is the general opinion at Cadiz gone to the World's Fair.
In reality they were hunting quail.
Chief of Police W.E.Shanklin has
Charles and Nellie McElwain want that the prosecution has made out
This statute removes the usefulness
returned from Red Boiling Springs,
MO from the Tennessee Cenral rail. a much stronger case at this trial
of this excuse. Both rabbit* and
Tenn.
APSOW.ds
. The plaintiff's state that they than in either of the two preceding
gray squirrels may be killed to proMr. A. J. Meador has returned
the right-of-way through their ones.
tect crops at any time of the year.
from Springfield, Tenn.
to the railroad, but that they
Doves can be killed only between
Sells Farm.
Mr. R. H. DeTreville has returned
er took a strip .4 land about ten
August 1 and February 1 each year.
from St. Louis.
seventy-fi
yards
long
ve
wide and
Judge W. P. Winfree, acting as
Capt. C. D. Bell, of Bell, was in
Width was worth fully $60. They
Tobacco Market.
the
agent
for
city today mingling with friends.
Mrs.
Mary
Hopson,
S.
their
damage
to
wept $200 for
allege
which
they
cattle
widow of the late Dr. W. H.Hopson,
by
Mr. Donald Carney has returned
eine to the carelessness of the has sold her farm of six hundred to State
The local tobacco market WAS
college at Lexington.
pany's employes in leaving
somewhat
stronger this week, alacres, lying between the Cumberland
ees down.
though there were not so many sales
Bollinge
r-Cherry.
and Tennessee rivers, in Trigg counAll inquiries as to seed, prices or any other
made. The inspectors' report shows
inty, to Messrs. W. A. Bogard, of
Curious Suits.
H. R. Bollinger and Miss Mabella the following condition:
Receipts
formation promptly answered. Respt.,
Golded Pond,and W. H. Hopson, of
Canton, for the sum of $6,260. The Cherry, of i'embroke, Ky., were for the week, 470 hhds; receipts for
married at the Arlington Hotel this the year, 13080 hhds; sales for
A suit having a queer termination amount was paid in cash.
the
afternoon by Se.. A. M. Williams of week, 488 hhds; sales ior the year,
AIM tried In eountv court yesterday.
"Waiter Kelly sued R. A. Morris for
Buys A Home.
the C.P. church. The couple drove 11811 hhds. Prices on the breaks 19 Cot
PEMBROKE, KY,
111aposeasaion of a cow and $10 for
through to Clarksville accompanied ranged as follows: Good leaf, $8.60
Mr. W. R. Wicks, as agent for Mr. by Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
We of the animal, Mr.Morris reBuckner, of to $8.63; medium leaf, $4 to $6.25;
the snit asking for damages Charles E. Oliver, has sold Mr. Oli- Pembroke, Ky., reaching here at lugs, $3.25 to $4.60; trush,
jibed
$2.50 to
12:80 p. fn.—Clarksville Star.
Iliorope by the cow while in his ver's place on South Virginia street
$8.00.
* ion. The case was tried by to Mrs. Carrie H. Ward for $2,000.
The offerings of the loose market
Stanley In Hopkins.
.bleb returned a verdict for Mrs. Ward is a sister of Mrs.Thomas
were not as heavy ae usual about
awarded him $30 for the P. Cook and has been living with her
The Hon. A.0. Stanley, congress- 60,000 pounds being sold
Until further notice I can
during the
Won by the cow. The husband in Murray. Mr. Ward will man from this district,:is billed to week. Pr1oàboe
ver were strong be
of the cow was given to engage In the lusuratie, business speak at the court house In Madison- and railed as *owe: Leaf
$4 to
here.
0;1UP.I ø$L5O; trash,$2 to 91,76.
.

Nig
4
1
$13.50
*If
See this if you want something extra strong
.
Will make some vary close prices on heavy

WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.

Uncle Sam :—.44 Parker is good enough for me."

We also sell Buggies
cheaper than anybody
GET OUR PRICES
WORE IRWING!

MYSTERY OF A MURDER SOLVED

AT LOUISVILLE WEDNESDAY NIGHT.

r.
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°

New Fall Millinery

NotesAboutPeoplt

Ready-to-Wear

KILLING RABBITS

and Children's Hats

Store!
New Stock! New Ideas!
New

Campbell O. Co.,

NEW COLUMBIA

63 iiiislEeisiemrADEAcre
JEFF J. GARROTT,

Monuments 4%.1 1f=trirrir.rn
Mmbstones Iron Fencing
Markers
found at F A Yost & Co.. South Main Street
0lbt

4
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TO ISEAUTIFT
TOUR COMPLEXION
IN 10 DAYS,

LSE

..SATINOLA
The Unenualled beaUTIftrr

LISTS ARE DRAWN
OF CITIZENS

FOR

SERVICE

JURY

ANNUAL SESSION
LILIES*OF REALM IND BEAUTY.

OF METHODIST

Four Tons
of ootritious hay
per acre can be

CONFERIn a recent interview with
obtained from
Langtry, she very wisely said Mrs. Lily
ENCE AT FRA
:
NKL
IN.
"The fact taat I believe in
the
force of mind over matter does superior
me to the truth that the foundationnot blind
succe
life is good health: that of every
Names
From Wheel stonessful
to physical beauty is perfe the key- Mee
ct physical
ting Begins on
health.
Sept. 28
For Crand and Petit
"A sick woman cannot
bee beautiful
-Bishop Smith Will
woman, nor can she be
anyth
ing
Panels.
but what
we-English call a poor spiri
ted woman.
"To a great extent a woma
Preside.
The finest Winter and Spring pas.
n's beauty is
measured by her vitality—by
hire crop, besides being the largest
her health,
"Work, Sunshine, Exerc
Yielding forage crop for Fan sowing.
ise, Water and
Sap,
ap, Plain, Nourishing Food,
A full description will be found In as
Lots of
I
Air, and a Ha ppy, Conte
Circuit court will begin its fall sesnted
Spirit
—Le
ttere, as you say, 'hone
nese Fall Ositaleames No. U.
The Fifty-Muth annu
sion of six weeks on Sept. 26, the my working rule for youth,st and true,' is
al session of
youthful spirits
and youthful looks."
Also descriptions of Winter Turf Oats,
the Louisville conf
erence of the
fourth Monday in the mootli. The
One great .iccret of youth
Dwarf Easel Reps, 1,000 Headed Kale,
and beauty foe Methodis
t Episcopal church,
young woman or the mothe
Barley, Improved Seed Wheats, Alfalfa
jury lists have been drawn. The the
r
South,
is
the
.
proper understanding of
her womanly sys- will meet at
Grass.
Clover Seeds,Vegetable Seeds. etc.
Franklin. Ky., Septemnames of the following persons,from tem and well-being. Every woman, youn
FEW applications will remove tan
g
or old, should know herse
Our trade-mark brand
ber 28th, and be in sess
lf
sallowness and restore the beauty or
ion about a
ical make-up. A good way andher phys"Blue Ribboa Seeds"
to arrive at this
of which the grand jury will be made, know
ledge is to get a good
yenta.
week
are
the highest quality
.
Bish
op A. Coke Smith, of
doctor book,
were taken from the wheel:
such for instance as"The
obtainable.
is a new dIseovery,guaranteed
People's Common Norfolk.
Sens
Va.,
e
Medic
will preside over the
al Adviser," by R. V. Pierc
refunded if it falls to remove J D Jameson, John A Harned, Jonn M. D.,
e,
WOOD. STUBBS 4 CO. Seabees.
which can readi
Freckles, Pimples, Liver Spots
. Black heads Kelly,J M Iturnett,E W C Edwards, sending twenty-one ly be procured by conference.
cents in one -cent
Tan, Discoloration§ and Disfi
LeuTIEWIL.L.Iti KY.
stamps for paper-bound
guring 'ErupThe
volume, or thirtyLouisville conference
tions. Ordinary cases in lo days,
is comthe worse 0 M Wilson, Geo Simpson, George one cents for cloth -bound copy, and
ad- posed of
In N days. After these defects are remo
dressing Dr. R. V. Pierc
about 180 regular ministers.
e, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sae Skin will be soft, clear, healt ved Knight, J M Murphey, E Morrison, 'Dr.Pierce's Favorite Prese
n can always representing a
bellitital. Pilo. Me at drug!storeshyorand Jr., H C Wald .12. Lee Witty, Thos be relied upon to cure whenriptM
membership of 49,932
every
thing
else
fails," writes Mrs. Dr. Nielse
by
'AWL Tbonsands :of:ladies .testifytto the
Avenue, Chicago, Ills. "It n, of 4,301 LenglrY with 480 churches, valued
Carmack, W H Hubbard, Marlow femal
at $1,612• certain cure for
41110115 of liatinota.,
e troubles, diseases idI.their
worst forms. 426. There is a
suffered for years with diceration,
total of 188 chtrch
Johnson, Geo Hayes,W A Ricliman, Ipains
intense
and a dreadful backache, which unfitt
ed parsonages, which
me for my work. Finally I grew so
Mrs lEtta Brown writes: "et Louts
are valued at
Cerioll, S D Wilkins, and J P keep
Mo.. F
to my bed. In this extremity I ill had to
June SO. BM. I have been using your, estitilted 'Fa- $180,700. There
vorite
Prescr
iption
'
are about 390 Sun•
for three months and then
Davis.
Bola, Kgypt.tar Cream Soap and Nadi
/ was well. Only those
who haee passed day scho
ne
through such a siege
ols In the conference, with
Vase Powder,and lite there all very
ess as I have will
much. Following is the list for petit jury understand how muchofIsickn
value
Dr. Pierce's Fa- an enrollme
This is She first summer since child
aurae Prescription,"
nt of about 26,000 schol- SIX HUNDRED AND
hood I service:
base been without freckles. I am 24 icor
SIXTYDr. Pierce offers $eao reward for any
,
case ars. About ;$7,600 are contribu
aid sad barite better complexion now
of
Leuco
R
rrhes
McR
,
ae,
Fema
Covi
ted
J
W
le
ngto
Weak
ness, Prolapn,
SIX
E
than
HHD
S.
SOL
D.
sus,
whim a girl"
or Falling of Womb which
cannot yearly for foreign missions, and $4
Ledford, Stonewall Morris, Thomas mire. All he asks
is a fair and reasonable
trial
of
WO for domestic missions; $4,10
his
mean
s
of
cure.
No
Yancey, John Renshaw, P N Had- for "Favo
substitute
0 for

Taken

"ONE IS A
DISAPPOINT..
MENT;OTHER A
PEST."

Special Variety Of
Each Is
Shown Up In Tru
e
Light.

Editor New Era:
In choosing the subject
for this ar-,
ticie, it is not intended
to imitate the
Ram's Horn's "Figs and
Thistles" or
to make an attempt at
alliteration;
neither is it because ther
e is any eorse•
i \
nection between trees and
Witte,
except that they both grow
out of the
ground and that the kind
that 1 am
to mention are. both alike,
importations to this section of tbe
country
and are both objectionable-th
e one
a disappointment, the other
a pest.
I refer to the Carolina Poplar
and
the Canada Thistle.
The tree is easily grown and
Makes
wood rapidly, only requirin
g that
you stick a twig in the ground
in ttie,
NATIONAL TOILET CO.,
rite Prescription" offers so much.
spring of the year and "let her
MBIS,: : : : TENN. dock, M M Wrig
support of superannuated
go,"
The
toba
cco
mark
et.last week was and,
preachers
ht,Charies Lindsay,
on that account, a great man
Sold in Hopkinsville by all druggist
and their widows and orphans;
y
a little off from last repormaithou
s Claud Bradshaw, C B Russ
$2,ell, W W
gh have been deluded
into
plan
ting
the
000
m
for
chur
the
offer
ch
ings were about the same
extens'on, and $500
Rakton, R G Lyle. Geo M Warren.
in their yards and lawns for
to the American Bible Soci
shade ,
and the bidding wasspieitLd The
W L Easten, Richard Yancey, C W
ety.
in- trees. 'I hey look well
for a while,,
CMISW171111.HOOK OF TUN
spectors' report for the week
DAY
Garrott, W H Draper, J P Myers, M
gives after leafing out
in the spriug,but beThe state prison commission
et
Bucklen's Arnica Salve
the following figures: Receipts
has
F Winfree, Frank Cornelius, Al Cafor gin to cast their
leav
Has
es and litter the
paro
worl
led
d-wi
Garr
de
ett
fame
Mune
the
ford
for marvelweek, 376 hlais; receipts for the
, of ChrisTee Da J. Wn.usit Jonas
to, Wallace Layne,P C Sallee, M M
ground about mid-summer and
ous cures. It surpasses any
tian county, who was serving a
£0111311708 NINPOIRTI.
keep
othe
seriyear
r
,
12,61
0
bhdr; sales for the week,
Lacey, A J Martin, E H Garrott, Jr., tence of twent:t111,C.-"Weeked me day. received
it up until frost. The cater
one years for man- salves, lotion ointment or balm for
10 orders."
ma,-Ared Pros. 1 Welock. sold
pilla
rs
priv
ate
622,
publ
ic 144, total 668 ht.ds; prey
cuts, corns, burns, boils, sore
7 by WOK? Harry Haddock, W B Owen and slaughter. He has been
l'aor
SE*11 awara" L. P.Deade
s, felon them and they put out wate
confined
n.
%ear ease imme
r
ons, ulcers, tetter, salt rheu
sales for the year, 11,148 hhds;
since October, 1890. and is ill of
shsot U wawa:*
Harland Durham.
offer- sprouts both
m, fever
conPPPPP AT ONCC re
from the trunk and
sores,chapped hands,skin erup
sumption.
Rigs for the week, 176 hhals; rejec
TEEIllARTII111110Tr Co.,
tion
s;
- large limbs. They
Atissek,Ga.
Infallible for piles. Cure guar
are really not
Abscess.
anteed. tions, 84 htids.
From 148 to 92Pounds
Only 26c at L L Elgin's and
worthy to be classed as trees
W. H. Harrison, Cleveland, Miss..
.
at all
Cook &
The
sale
s
on
the loose floor were
One of the most remarkable case Higgins, druggists.
and should never be named
writes, Aug. 16, 1902: "I want to
s
in conabou
t
the
same
as
ALMOST
thos
of
a cold, deep seated on the hoot
e reported for nection with
say a word of praise for Ballard's
s, Found
our native sugar maple,
kidneys are safeguards of last week and prices were unch
Snow Liniment. I stepped on snail, causing pneumonia, is that of Mrs.
anged. ash and elm
trees.
THE
which caused the cords in my leg to Fertrude I E Fenner, Marion, Ind., life. Make the kidneys healthy with
Foley's Kidney Cure.
These cannot be equalled for
Beautiful Women.
ract and an abscess to rise iu my who VIM entirely cured by the use of
beauTwice a- Week Republic cont
ty arid, although a little
One Minute Cough Cure. She
knee, and the doctor told me that
Plu
mp
chee
slow startks, flushed with the
says:
I
"The coughing and strainin
-ANDKentucky Patents.
would have a stiff leg, so one day
soft glow of health and a pure com- ing off when planted, they
g so
I weak
come on
ened use that I ran down
went to J. F. Lord's drug store (wh
plexion, make all women beautiful. after a while
The Modern Farmer
in
o weig
and
stay
with
you
when
ht from 148 to 92 pouz,de. I
is now in Denver. Colo.) He reco
Take a small dose of Herbine after
Granted this week and repo
tried
mthey do come. Who would
rted by
FOR
thin
k of
mended a bottle of Snow Liniment is number of remedies to no avail un- C. A.
each
meal
; it will prevent constipaSnow & Co., patent attorney
supplanting the graceful spre
ment; I got a We size, and it Oure ; til I used One Pilinutte Coug
. tion and help digest what
adin
d
g
h
t
ure.
you
have
Washington, D. C-: James W.
my leg. It is the best liniment
elm, with its dense dark gree
Arn- eaten. 60c. Mrs. Wm M. Stro
in Four bottles of this wonderful remen folithe world."
ud,
old,
Covi
dy
cured me entirely of the coug
ngton, heating -furnace. For Midlothian, Texas,
To give every reader In this terri
Abscesses, with few exceptions,
writes, May 81, age, or the symmetrical sugar maple
h,
tory all the campaign and election are indicative of constipation or de- strengthed iztv lungs and rest to el me copy of above patent send ten cents 1901: "We have used Herbine in will) its richly colo
red leaves that
to my normal weIght, health
bility. They may, however,
news and an excellent farm jour
and in postage stamps with date of this our family for eight years, and found change their
nal, from blows or irom foreign result strength.
tints with the season,
bodies.
Sold by R C Hardwick.
it
the
best
we will send upon receipt of twen
medi
cine
we ever useci for with
paper to C. A. Snow & Co., Wash
ty Introduced Jet* the okin or flesh.
an old cottonwood? For
ing- constipa'ion, bilio
mite
a Carosuch as splinters, thorns, etc.
us fever and and
ton, D. C.
Sold
lina :poplar is nothing more
mala
by Ray* Fowler.
ria.
"
Sold
by
Ray
Fowl
&
Chr
than a
er.
ist
ian County Couple.
The Twice a-Week Republic,
variety of cottonwood. They
•
are •
Foley's Honey and Tar for
coughs
Including The Farm Visitor,
"del
usion and a snare" and shou
and
from
cold
s;
Wm.
4=0
relia
_Eh.
Com
ble,
Ma
bs
ld
"I"
tried
and
CR
Mrs.
and
MtI
Emm
teste
.41.
a
Mad,
.
now until December 1904, and
be teboosd.
safe and sure.
Ins Kind Yon Hare
Boars the
lone, both of Christian County,
BOO
Ky.,
The Modern Farmer,
iligmetnre
Now about the thistle: I
were married at the Northington
mean
cSpecial to New Era.)
et
the
A Farmer's Family Newspape
Canada thistle, not the tall
WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 10- House, this city. this; moreizIg r,
and
bushy Bull thistle, with a larg
From Dec. 1, 1904i to Dec. 1,
The distribution of prize mone Clarksville Star.
1906.
e pury
This is an unprecedented offer
ple blossom.(this is also
you growing out of the victory of the
a menace)
cannot afford to miss. Send
Neglected ColdS.
esip Piles. Burs& Sere S.
but what is called in the dictiona
20 cents American fleet at Manila B ty has
ry
Every part of the mucous mem
at once and get regularly the New
Stringent rules have been adopted
s
"Canada thistle (Cnicus Arve
brane, the nose, throat, ear,, head
of the Day, the Campaign,
nsis
)
the Farm
and lungs, etc., are subjected to dis- by the Kentucky State Board of
a native of Europe, but introduc
Mid Homo.
ed .
ease and blight from neglecte
s. Health, requiring all physicians
into the United States from Cana
Be sure to address all mail to
Ballard's Horehound Syrupd cold
is as corning
pleasant and effective remedy,
from other states to take an
da." No description given. It
26c,
The Republic,St. Louis,
is a
60c, C. %V. Akendrick, Valley Mills examinat
Mo.
(Spe
cial
to
New
Era)
ion before practicing in
,
bushy, stalky plant, varying in
Texas. writes: "I have used
SAMPLE COPIES FREE
size;
Bal- Kentucky
CHICAGO, Ill., Sept. 9. la/We Horehound Syrup for coug
The of a grayish gree
, limiting medical colleges
Where both papers are not desired
hs
n color, and bristle*
and throat troubles; it is a pleasant to citie
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Kiln 1268. Cumberland: Residence, has to perform, but in former times a watelimmin on God's watchtower who ter of the innocents." Therefore to- then I looked about
me. What was
is
it
watchman
there was need of all his vigilance. can ever refrain from sympathizing night as a Christian
Tickets and particulars as:to specl
surprise to find the storm over and
my
of
danger
the
From his watchtower he might see with them and shedding teens of deep- my duty to warn you of
the stars out. A sailor turned to me ific rates, limits and train time of
—
esare who
Worlds Fair Excursion Rates the approach of a foreign foe, or in est sorrow for theni? "Oh, no," ex- entering. it. Some there
and said: "Mate, It will soon be clear, your home ticket agent.
the ordeal
E. M. SHERWOOD,Agt.
some part of the great slumbering claims some cynical man, "I have no cape as by fire, but to all
We shall soon have a calm sea. The
Ovor the I. C.
is the place
fierce and perilous.
is past. See yonder star by the
Hopkinsville, Hy.
storm
account of the Lonisiana Pur- city spread out on all sides below him sympathy for the drunkard. If a man is
Oa l
cul
S
of souls finds his
hase Exposition, the Illinois Cen- he might witness the outbreak of In- wants to stop drinking he can ,stop. in which the enemy
edge of the horizon. That is the mornral Railroad Company will sell surrection. We can imagine how anx- The only reason why the drunkards do most numerous victims and exercises ing stem.. The sun will soon be up."
sand trip tickets to St. Louis as fol- ious in those unquiet times might not stop is because they do not want his most insidious power. You who Yea, as I stood there holding to the
ws:
be the tone of the officer of the guard, to atop." Alt, my cynical friend, you pray, "Lead us not into temptation. ship's ropes I knew the sea was growApril 96th to November
who,
visiting him, would ask, "Watco- are wrong. I have no sympathy for but deliver us from evil," beware of ing calm. Soon quietly and peacefully I
VIA
64h, limited to Ds. 16 st2.26
what of the night?" That that egotistic and self inflated young entering the dance hall. Beau Brum- the sun arose. The angry waves stopman,
80th.,
Nov.
to
April 26th.,
TENNESSEE
the
of
king
uncrowned
the
was
mei
CENTRAL
means: "How goes the night? What man who to be smart loafs about mr saped their batterings: the winds ceased
limited to SO days from
RAILROAD
is the news? Tell me what you have loon and deliberately cultivates a taste English dance hall. He was the Ward to laugh and yell. That afternoon we I
data of sale, but not later
The new short line to and from all
$10.20 seen. What are the prospects abeadr , for drink. But there are thousands of MeAllieter of his day. But that is all sailed into the harbor. The morning
than Dec. 16th
This is the symbol of the watchman.!men who do not want to drink. They the history most people know about had come or the end of the tempest. Eastern points including New York,
April 26th, to Nov.80th,
his
you
tell
will
I
Brurnmel.
Beau
Boston,
from
latulted to 10 days
It is thus that the ancient prophet do not know how to stop drinking.
So at last for all those who love Christ A fast Philadelphia and Baltimore.
freight service by daily Nata$ 9.86 represents himself as observing the They have never yet heard of the end. Beau Brummel died in the Liston)
date of sale
night is not the emblem of calam- •
the
1
1
All tickets will be limited to (lou- signs of the times. The people cry to grace of God which will save them if asylum of Le Bon Sauveur. Many ity, but of the morning. The morning
Ale Line, the Virginia-Tennessee &
ses passage in both directions.
And he they would only let him save them. Aye, young men and women who once wore with Its heavenly day breaketh—the Georgia Air Line, and
seen?"
you
him,
have
"What
the Richmond
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.
answers them not only by describing I go further than that. I believe there a royal crown in a dance ball have at morning, with its emblem of eternal & Danville Dispatch
the spectacles he has witnessed, but are thousands of drunkards tonight last, like Beau Brummel, had to take peace. Will you not tonight, with ; The new line "Harriman Route"
judgment Im- who would be willing to take an ax off that crown and pass not only the Christ's help, take the night as the solicits your patronage and guaranInk warning them of the
110 Dad Yoe Ho
their
tees careful attention and prompt
pending over them. It is so that every and with it cut off their right hands If end of their earthly but all of
emblem of the day?
Le Bon
handling of your business. See that
minister of the prcuent day is com- they could n nly be freed from the curse eternal days in a spiritual
An angel robed In spotless white
in a spiritual madhouse.
Bent down and kissed the sleeping night. I your shipments are ordered and that
missioned. It is his duty to observe of drink. They are fighting drink ev- Sauveur,
sprite
your
was
bills of lading read via either
Night woke to blush. The
What of the Night?
the habits and customs of his time ery day of tkeir lives, but in their own
of the above lines in care of the Tenmar Excursion Rates. and warn the sinner of the evil of his strength they cannot'stop. And so toBut standing in the watch tower to- Man sonata
saw the blush and called It dawn. I nessee Central railroad.
clog May 16th, and eon- way.
night I see more than the gleaming
night as a watchman on God's tower
If the question is•asked
[Copyright, 1904, by LoansKlopschl
For further infortnation yply to
until Sept.80th. the Illinois "What
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renorts
evil
the
of
lighta
men
brained
finest
the
of the night?" he must often ee thousands of
E. H. HINTON,Traffic. Agent,
will sell round trip tickets as
fatal
hut
Bleu."
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Righteous
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give a sad and painful report. When and women going to destruction
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A good many guesses have been
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men have left their daily tasks and giv- through the rapids which head toward haunts. I see dark shadows In the
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en free rein to their inclinations, what the awful Niagara of delirium trediens. streets where
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es Springs
Clarksville, Tenn.
do they do? How do they spend the I hear them shouting and cursing and dark shadows following the burglar tour righteous men, always prepared
mur6.80
Spyfup
to speak the truth, the Whole truth
them tumbling and fighting and re- and the "bold up" man and the
bongs of darkness? How is it In our
wlU be limited to Oct. own city? ,
fig and yet yielding and going derer with Ids pistol and kulft% I see and nothing but the truth. If I had
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Mrs. Molloy Sues.

GIRL ON STUMP

Ners

'FIST'S BLOW FURL

Mrs. Aenie C. Molly, of Kuttawa,
Kr., as adminietratrix of the, estate
of Sam C. Molloy, her husband, has

MISS INGLES TO SPEAK filed suit for $25,000 damages for the CHAS. RUSSELL STRUCK
T.
death of her husband, who was killed
FOR PARKER.
IN THE STOMACH.

Sometimes tl.e :12:r is not
properly nourished. It suffers
for food, starves. Then it
falls out, turns prematurely
gray. Ayer's Hair Vigor is a

Pleasantly Remembered In
Hopkinsville as a Member
of Clay Clement's Co.

Hair Vigor

by being struck by a train at Glasgow Jul ction in May. Mr. Molloy
was conuty attori oy of Lyon county
at the time of the eecident and was
on his way to Brownsville to atter d
some business in circuit court. He

Pat Cray, Who Hit Him,Succeeded In Making His
Escape,.

hair food. It feeds, nourishes.
The hair stops falling, grows
long and heavy, and all dandruff disappears.
4

was in a buggy stud while attempting to cross the track was struck by
Are the right words to apply to our qualities and
Miss Margaret Inglee, a pretty
the tiain and killed.
Charles 1'. Russell died Saturday
prices, but the former are elevated and the latter
Kentucky girl who last winter was
afternoon, shortly after he had been
with the Clay Clement's theatrical
My halr yr, eerning oft 'erriNn. I was
depressed
. You will be certain of getting your
worries
of
a
The
weak
and sick struck a blow by Pat Gray, with his
almost afraid to.
at. not Ayer's Hair
Vigor, promptly stopped the (Ailing,sod also
troupe, and subsequently gave up the mother are ouly begun at the birth
money's
worth
restored the natural color
when you buy our
fist, down at Golden Pond, in Trigg
Ma/. E.G K warm. Landing, N. J.
stage for newspaper work at Lexing- ot her child. By day ner work is
J. C. AVER co.,
county,
Val a bottle
about twelve miles from Caconstantly interruptied and at night
All dregs-1st.
for Lowell. anise.. ton is to become a speaker in the her rest is broken by the wailing of diz. Immediately after the blow
present campaign for Parker and
the peevish, punyinfant. Dr. Pierce's was struck Gray fled and so has not
Davis.
Favorite Prescription makes weak been apprehended.
It will be well to inspect our stock before purchHer home is in Paris, Kentucky. women strong and sick women well.
Gray had been drinking during the
asing
elsewhere. We feel assured that you will
and she has received notice of her It lightens all the burdens of materafternoon, and ad become so boistgiving
nity,
to
mothers
strength
and
then
deal
with us. Need we say more.
appointment as a campaign speaker
vigor, which they impart to their erous that he was arrested. Russell
by Chairman Tom Taggart.
Home 1149
Cumberland 136-2
children. In over thirty years of was asked to guard him until he
She will soon leave for New York practice Dr. Pierce and
his associate coald be taken to Cadiz and placed
to make final arrangements. She staff of nearly a s2ore of physicians
in jail. The two men were walking
will speak chiefly in Illinois and have treated and cured more than a
Ninth Street, Near Main.
-FOR THE SOLDIERS OF Indiana but may also be assigned to have a millior of suffering women. along together, and as they stopped
front
in
of
a
store,
women
Gray
Sick
are
struck
invited
consult
Rusto
UNCLE SAM'S ARMY.
the western states where she made
Dr. Pierce by letter free of charge. sell in the stomach with his fist.
speeches in the last campaign in the All corresponde
nce is 'strictly priv- Russell passed on through
the store,
interest of Mr. Bryan for the presi- ate. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Inand a short time afterward was found
Weapon le of Small Bore and dency. Miss Ingles is an intelligent valids' Hotel and Surgical Ieetitute,
dead in the back yard.
young woman, and has made &study Buffalo, N. Y.
00 ••••••••••••••••••••••
Immense Penetrating
of the subject of political economy.
He was a farmer of good repute,
and is possessed of power and tact
Power.
was fifty years old,and leaves a famas a public speaker.
ily. Gray is thirty-five years of age,•\
She enjoys a wide acquaintance
and has tte reputation of being quite
among public men and is popular.
Ordnance experts of the United She was at one time elected enrolla reckless fellow.
States army, after months of work, ing clerk by the Kentucky legisla- Victim of `Representative"
have constructed a magazine infan- ture, and served for a time as clerk
of a Cincinnati Firm.
try rifle which is believed to besupe- iu the census department. under the
civil service, giving up that position
tier to any in use in foreign armies.
voluntarily.
H. N. Oates, a grocer of Dawson
More than 40,000 already have been
Springs, has paid $50 for a bit of exmade at the government arsenals.
To Five Hundred McLean
perience. In a letter to I). A. White
The most noticeable difference beCounty Citizens.
& Co., of Cincinnati, he says that a
tween the old and the new arm, ap(Special
to New Era)
man giving the name of H. B. Laws
parent at first glance, is the fact that
CALHOON, Ky., Sept. 12.—Concalled on him August 29aud sold him
the barrel of the latter is entirely
five barrels of sugar, to be shipped geessman A. 0. Stanley opened the
covered with wood. This innovation Offer to Refund Money if Dr. Rowfrom D. A White ft 'Co., and after campaign in this county at Johnson's
was the result of suggestions made
ard's Specific Will Not Cure Any
the transaction presented a check for Grove. There were about five hunto the ordnance officers by officers in
Case of Constipation or Dys•
$50, signed in the firm name, which dred voters present amid, had the afthe field, who said that after a period
pepsia.
fair been properly advertised, the
Mr. Oates indorsed and Laws hod
rapid discharges the rifles became RO
L. L. Elgin is seeking the worst
number would have been more than
cashed, says a Dawson dispatch.
hot that it was sometimes necessary case of dyspepsia or constipation le
Are our specialties
double.i. But what the audience•
This
check,
like
others
circuleted
to cease firing for a time to permit Hopkinsville or vicinity to test Dr
lacked
in
9
numbers
was
more
thani
Howard's new specific for the cure by the same fraud, was drawn on the
them to cool.
and QUALITY is what counts
Mr.•
of those diseases.
Third National Bank of Cincinnati, made up for in en,Losiasin
•
The bore of the rifle is smaller, the
Stanley's speech was an able and
So confident is he that this remark- end was protested
for non payment
•
with us.
caliber being about .80 inch, while medicine win i effect a lasting cure in
ad returned to Dawson Springs and original one and was most enthusi-•
the initial velocity and penetrating a short time, that he offers to refund
astically
received
by
hearers.
hie
paid by Mr. Gates, who now, wishes
power both are greater. The new the money should it not be successThe speaker was introduced by
to know where H. B. Laws can be
ful.
gun, also, is several inches shorter
County Attorney D. H. Kincheloe in
In order t)eesure the quickest pos• fund.
than the other.
an eloquent speech of five minutes
sible introduction L. L. Plgin will
The ejective lever projects downard sell a regular fifty cent package of
Congressman Stanley devoted his
in the new arm and the magazine medicine at half price, 25 cents.
entire time to a condemnation of the
d sept 8ar19 w sept 16
has a capacity of five cartridges and
policy of Theodore Roosevelt arid of
can be filled with ease and quickness.
his attitude toward the negro equalThe gun fully assembled, weighs a
ity proposition. He announced in
trifle more than eight pounds, and
the outset that he would peas all •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IMPOSSIBLE OWING TO
according to the ordnance experts,
other questions, this being, fat
RURAL DELIVERY.
Is exceptionally well balanced, makSuuttierners, the paramount issue.
ing easy of discharge and accuracy Hyomei Goes to the Rot t of the Dis-

urniturei
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BRAND NEW RIFLE
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STANLEY SPEAKS

CHALLENGE FROM
-L. L. ELGIN

; Hopper & Kitchen

PENNY POSTAGE•

ItILLS GERMS
OF CATARRH

of aim a feature of importance.
With an .ordinary service charge
the maximum effective fighting
range is 4,781 yards. With full service charge the new rifle fired at
fifty feet, drove Its missile 64 5 inches
into white pine butts and penetrated
a steel plate nearly one-half an Mel}
thick. The bullet which will be used
Ira the weapon has a core of lead and
tin cernposition in a jacket of cupror ickel, and when fired with a service charge has a muzzle velocity of
2,800 feet a second.

CANCER CURED BY BLOOD
BALM.
All Skin and Blood Diseases
Cured.

ease and Makes Astonishing
Cures.
Catarrh cannot be cured by the use
at pills, liquid. medicines and socalled system topics. Under such
treatment the germs of the disease
will still live in the air passages and
increase and multiply.
Hyomei is the only scientific and
thorough way to cure catarrh. Killing the germs in the air pasesaires.
enters the blood with the oxygeni,detroys the microbes in the blood, and
-ffectually drives from the system
all traces of catarrhal poison.
Probably ths strongest evidence
that can be offered as to the powers
of Heemei to cure catarrh is the fact
that L. L. Elgin will agree to refund
the money if you say Hyornei has
not cured you.
The complete Hyoreei outfit costs
but $1.00 and consists of an inhaler
that can be carried in the vest pocket, a medicine d,scrpper and a bottle
of Hyomei. The inhaler lasts a lifetime, and if one bottle does not cure,
an extra bottle can be obtained for 50
cents.

Mrs. M. L. Adams, Fredonia. Ala..
took Botanic Blood Balm which effectually cured an eating cancer of
the nose and face. The sores healed
up perfectly. Many doctors had given up her case as hopeless, hundreds
of cases of cancer, eating sore., supperste swellings, etc., have been cured by Blood Balm. Among others
Mrs. B. M. Ouerney, Warrior Stand,
81 13
• 41111.—
Ala. Her nose and lip were law as
beef, with off...naive discharge from
the eating sore. Doctors advised cntDigests what rots at.
Ville, but it failed. Blood Bairn healed the sores. and Mrs. Guerney is as
well as ever. Botanic Blood Balm
Another Pest?
also cures eczema, itching humors,
scabs and scales, bone pains, ulcers,
offensive pimples, blood poison', carThe department of rolculture is
buncles, scrofula, risings and bumps
to
locate the Gautemalan ant in
on the skin and all blood troueles.
Druggists, $1 per large bottle. Sam- many parte of the United States, beple of Botanic Blood Balm free aid
prepaid by writing Blood Balm Co., ing of the opinion that the insect
Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble and will destroy the pests that damage
special medical advice rent in sealed
letter. It Is certainly wie th while In- all k aide of crops as effectively as It
vestigating such a remarkable rem- will destroy the boll weevil, the foe
edy, as Blood Balm cures the intact to cotton. Already several colonies
awful, worst and most deep-seated of these ants have i
een introduced
blood diseases.
In Maryland and are making war upon p4atot bugs, grasshoppers and
cleV7insects.
. Far Ma,Burma Sort

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure

1110111triith Salvo

Two - Cent European Rate
Must Also Be Temporarily Abandoned.

KILLED BY NATIVES
Do you need
a nerve tonic?

Fate of the Members of the
Catholic Mission in CerBecause of the great incrense in
man New Cuinea.
the appropriations for rural delivery
postoffice officials say that any

(Cablegram.)
BRISBANE,Stueeneland ,Sept. 12.
thought of having penny letter post- —News htta been reseived from GerIf so, get a BICYCLE. It will build you
age in the United States must be man New Guinea, saying that napostponed many years.
up agaiu and you wont have that tired feeltives attacke.I the Catholic mission
Penny postage as well as possible and murdered Fathers Rachen and
ing. We sell the run-easy kind. CHEAP
2-cent postage with Europe, which Ruttar,Brothers 13Iev, Plaschart and
FOR CASH.
reports from abroad indicate will Schellekens, and
Sibite - s Sofia,
also have to be given up, have been Agatha, Ahnie, Agnes and Angella
We carry the only complete stock of bipet projects of Postmaster General
Thirty-six natives were captured
cycle tirer, saddles, lamps, handle bars and
Payne every sin0e he has been at and sixteen of them were executed
the head of postoffice department.
in fact everything to mend bicycles with and
for the crime.
When Mr. Payne became postmasThe design of the natives was to
have men to repair them that have had exter general the postoffice revenues murder all the whites, but
this was
perience at_d are experts.
were almost equal to the expenses— frustrated.
a condition very unusual. He then
conceived the idea that penny postWe sell guns, and gun repairing a specialage might be possible in a few years,
ty
and in short notice. Give us a trial and
but the addition of free rural delivery, the expenses of which have
be convinced that we are the best in town
quite overbalanced the receipts,
Mme. Melba Ran Him Down
changed the aspect of the affair.
With Her Automobile.
i
Acco.ding to figures which have
(Cablegram.)
just been prepared by Fourth AssistPARIS, Sept. 12.—Mme. Melba,
ant Postmaster General Bristow, the
Sixth Street.
rural free delivery in operation June the distinguished singer, while driving
in
an automobile, accompanied
80, 1905, will cost approximat3ly $20,000,000 a year. The department also by her two cousins, the Misses WalkilitWARMARMI‘
has plans for extension next year, er, ran Jver a man about eighty-four
which will increase the cost e6,000,- years old, the •Ictim dying instantly
eseswera.esneseesteensairesenasaess
The accident occurred on the Boule- r
000.
The entire scheme of free rural de- vard Peroire, Mine. Melba being on
livery is to increase the system grad- the way from the Hotel Ritz to Verually each year until the entire sailles. It is not thought that the
country is covered. It is blleved that chauffeur was to blame. Mme. Mel416.
la at'aapOrZillire•
ba was greatly distressed and return - Irrepsaid
such a complete service Will cost at
JAMES F. BALLA
•••"..•
St.
ed to the hotel, where she Is now
least 440,000,000.
confined to her appartments.
Sold by Ray
Irowl4or
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Hair Renewer

Always restores color to gray hair, all the dark,rich color it used
to have. The hair stops failing, grows long and heavy, and all
nt dressing.u nersareArY.r....7.?"'"
arc And
dandruff di

NASHVILLE

AND HOPKINSVILLE.

CITY WILL VOTE ON $50,000 BOND
ISSUE FOR DIME SYSTEM.

An Improvement In Tennessee Central Service Will
Soon Se Started.

NE GREEN'S
PATELLA BROKEN

CASTOR IA

VICTIM OF A WRECK IN

fhe Hind You Have Always BOught,and which has been
In use for over 80 years, has borne the signature eC
and has been made tinder his pou.;,)'
Bond supervision sinee its inthesp.r.
Allow no one todeceive youinSki
An Counterfeits, Imitatisell and w.Tott-eu-good” are boob
Mageghtients that trills with and endanger the health dr •
!shots and Children—Expoienee against Mrperiniati

INDIANA.

Mrs.

Mary

Royalty

Met

With a Severe Accident
The Tennessee Central railroad
will soon commence the operation of
a parcel car on passenger trains between Nashville and Hopkinsville.
Merchants in Hopkiusville and
Clarksville have ootnplained that

SY THEIR PRESENCE AND IN SPEECHES REPRESENTATIVE CITIZENS URGE ITS IMPORTANCE.

Thursday.

What Is CASTORIA

(From Saturday's Daily)
A despatch to his family from Mr.
L. Dade Green, son of Prison Commissioner George V. Green states
that he was in a railroad wreck last
night at South Bend, Ind. His knee
cap was broken and he was painfully
bruleed,but his injuries are not of an
alarming nature. Mr. Green is a

[

Cadge* is a harmless substitute for Castor OK,Pow.
F.'lowing a rising vote of the citi- indebted' ess and of paying the same
Deeps and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
gode.
levy and collection of an an
neither Opium. Morphine nor other Named*
esstsins
sons present indinting their unani- by the
I
nual tax upon all real and personal
asimosoeo. Its age Is its slawantes• It destroys WI=k
goods bought in St. Louis, Louisville mous desire for a sewerage system. property subject to taxation within
'and allays Feverishness. is cures Diarrhoea and
and Cincinnati were received quicker the board of council, in adjourned the city of Hopkineville, Ky., suffiCline. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Oonstapsitted
an
hold
to
inon
such
decided
the
interest
to
pay
.
cient
night,
than goods purahased in Nashville 1101111i0I1 last
'and Platulency. It sodasibites the Food, regulates the
to
also
and
due
falls
it
debtedness tie
In operating a parcel car Traffic election for a $50,000 bond issue.
Sionaeh and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
constitute a sinking fund for the payThe adihren's Pseaese—The Mother's Friend.
The original proposition contemManager Hinton believe. it will do
ment of the principal thereof within
plated raising $804000 for the purpose a period of not more than twenty
*Way with this* complaints.
salesman.
of constructing a system, this years from the time of contracting traveling
A press despatch from South Bend
amount being based on animates same."
New Houses.
furnished by City Engineer McClaid, Following the adoption of the reso- says:
Renton Contracting Co., closed but full discuesion of the matter lution, Dr. Woodard addressed the "H.L. Drake, of. Indianapolis; L
siontrects today with Dr. and Mrs. J. showed that many regarded this sum council on the need of a city hospital, D. Green, of Hopkinsville, Ky., Sol
W.Rudd for building three cottages as insufficient and, on motion of Mr. but no action was taken in the mat- Mincer, of Detroit, commercial travelers, occupants of a bus,were struck
on Durretts avenue at $600 Nicht and J. E..Meherson, the resolution pre- ter.
also for•cottage for Nick Sallee on pared by City Attorney J. T. Han- Mr J. E. McPherson secretary of by a Grand Trunk train. All were
Clanton pike for $1,900.
bery, providing for an election on the board of trustees of the Hopkins- severely Injured.
bond issue was amended by sub- public schools, asked the council, on
the
How's This?
Mrs. Mary Royalty suffered the
the increased figure.
behalf of the board,to direct the city
stituting
ReWe offer Ons Hundred Dollars
e of having her /left arm
misfortun
yew vontenv.
SOS eepnawassispersis. Imp eamptasv
Wed for any cue of Catarrh that In the absence of Mayor Henry, attorney to prepare an ordinance al- broken Thursday morning. Mrs.
Olamot be cured :by Hall's Catarrh Councilmen Galbreath,of the Sesond lowing the trustees to erect a new
Royalty opened the back screen door
F J„CHENEY & CO
otre.
and the other mem- school building on West Seventh
Toledo,0 ward, presided,
purpose of placing a bnckot
board in attendance were street to be paid for on the plan here- for the
We,the undersigned, have known bers of the
just outside, when she lost
shelf
a
on
J Cheney for the last fifteen year. Councilmen Whitlow, Twyman, tofore outlined in the New Era. Tne
and fell down the three
e
balance
honorabl
perfectly
her
him
Glass.
zed
believe
Moore
Davis,
• sad
building will coat not exceeding $20,finla all business transactions and obitto the ground, striking
leading
presented
as
steps
election
of
notice
The
*noisily able to sorry out any
000, which will be secured by a morton he head. She caught on her left
gallons made by his firm.
last night by Judge Haubery folgage. A local institution has agreed
,Waldin, Kirwan I Marvin,
arm and the bones just above the
WILL HOLD
Toledo,0 lows:
at 43 per cent
Wholesale Druggist.,
of to furnish the money
council
of
board
the
s
"Wherea
wrist were crushed, the broken ends
interBill's Catarrh Cure is taken
able
be
will
board
the
protruding through the flesh. Prompt SEPTEMBER 29TH. 30TH AND OCT.
acting directly upon the blood the city of Hopkinsville, Ky„ deem interest, and
mucous surfaees of the system. it neeessary to incur an indebtedness to take up the notes regularly from medical attention was given her and
AN
monials sent free. Price 76o per of $50,000 fur the purpose of provid- the sohool fund. The council voted she is reported to be resting well
Sold by all druggists.
system,
unanimously for the preparation of now.
•Hall's Family Pills for con- ing the oily with a'sewerage
the payment of which can not be met
ion.
the ordinance which will be formally
without exceeding the inootne and
meeting of the
revenue provided for the city for the presented at the next
council.
year 1904.
teases Mhoglib
"Notice is hereby given to the qualCity Engineer McClaid feels conelectors of the city of Hopkins'- fident that his estimate of $30,000 for
ified
Judge.
City
New
Noted Baptist Minister Dies
stile, Ky., by the board of council of
of the sewerage sysAt which time will be offered to the highest bidder Horses, Mules,01111.Hopkinsville, Ky.,that at the building
In France.
Mr. Welker Knight has received the city of
Sheep and Hogs. Parties having stook for show or sale will pleasecill
tle,
pay
to
sufficient
found
be
will
tem
which
the regular November election
on the secretary, Cleo. Snodou,or R idister, for entry blank and catalogue. '
lzom Gov. Beckham his commission will be held in Hopkinsville, Ken- for the construction. He has made
to succeed Mr. Douglas Bell as city tuuky, on the Tuesday atter the first a careful study of the matter from News has been received in Philago, and has er tered upon the dis- Monday in November, 1904, an elec'n France,
every standpoint, and, after consult. delphia of the death
charge of his duties.
tion by the qualified electors of the
vacation, For all kinds of Stock, Poultry, Grain, Tobacco, Garden
a
spending
was
contractors, manufactures where he
city of Hopkinsville, Ky., will be lug with
Avoid serious results of kidney or held to determine whether such in- and experts and corresponding with of the Rev. Dr. George C. Lorimer, a
Products, Preserves. Jellies, Pickles, etc,
bladder disorder by taking Foley's debtedness,shall be incurred, and officers in cities where the septic sys- noted Baptist minister. He was
Kidney Cure.
bonds issued by the city of Hopkins- tem is in use, he is sure of the facts educated at Georgetown college and PROFESSIONAL GAME OF BASE BALL
the
villa for the purpose of providing
pastor of the Walnut-street Each day at 8 o'clock. No racing, gambling or whiskey allowed on
and figures on which-he based his was once
Worlds Pair Excursion Rates
grounds.
system.
sewerage
a
with
said city
Over the I. C.
necessary calculations. One of the chief adOn account of the Louisiana Pur- "The amount of money
interest vantages of this system,according to
the
for
annually
raised
be
Canto
Illinois
the
on,
chase Expositi
sral Railroad Company will sell and sinking fund, for the purpose of Mr. MoCiaid, is that it can be enround trip tickets to St. Louis as fol- the payment of the above mentioned
Will compete for a prize of $100 to be divided into $50.00,
larged from time to time to meet the
lows:
94,600.
of
sum
the
be
will
ess
indebtedn
$25.00, $15.00 and $10.00.
From April 96th to November
requirements of the city's growth.
15th, limited to Deo. 15 $12.26 And if upon a canvass of the votes
its
d
is not committe by
From April 26th., to Nov.80th.,
oast at snot election It should appear The counoll
to any one system,
limited to 60 days from
two-thirds of all the qualified action last night
that
date of sale, but not later
lle, and the vote on the question in NoHopkinsvi
of
city
the
in
electors
$10.90
than Dec. 15th
The L. & N. will sell half fare tickets plus 26c from Hopkinsville, Madwill simply put it up to the
Ky.. shall have voted in favor of in- vember
Gracey, Clarksville, Springfield, Adairville, Bowling Green,Elkisonville,
From April 26th, to Nov.80th,
they are willing for
limited to 10 days from
ten and intermediate points.
curring such an indebtedness it shall people whether
$ 9.65 be the duty of the board of council the council to spend as much as $60,date of sale
Hopkinsville with a
All tickets will be limited to con- of
said city to pass an ordinance pro- 000 to furnish
Unions passage in both directions.
system.
sewerage
such
creating
of
viding for the mode
E. M. Sherwood, Agent.

GENUINE

ALMA'
CASTORIA
ot
Boas the Signature

The Kind You Han Always Bo
In Use For Over 30 Years.

Cho GUTHRIE FA'
ASSOCIATION

me

Early

OR, LORIMER

sers

AGRICULTURAL, STOCK
AND IMPLEMENT

Also Combination Sale Each Day at Onc Wad

PREMIUMS WILL BE OFFERED

Grand Tournament of 25 Riders

HALF FARE OVER L. & N. R. R.

YouTakeQuinine?

iltedol Dyspepsia Cure

1

INgeste what yen amt.

It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It. Dangerous.
We'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves

TIRED AND DUSTY SOLDIER BOYS
RETURN FROM THE WORD'S FAIR.

almost deadly after effects.

HERBIN,
Baptist church in Louisville, besides

'Get the Habit,
Take Life Plant
And Get Well.
Rheumatism--Catarrh
sad all blood disease quickly and
permanently cured by

LIFE PLANT
Om greatest blood purifier and ands
known to the medical world. All
diessees arise from Impure Wood.
Oars the blood and you sure the die*sea That is just what Lite Plant
does. Our guarantee is

NO CURE—NO PAY.
Then Why buffer Longer 7
COIllowoort, Ohio. Nov. 0.11101.
0.:
We Plant COM pan y. sawn.
Oestloreen:-1 Want 10 say shall AO
foM' modtoln• Is a woodirtell blood
or. At Irani It has done a great
r ml. Will yu sand my lamer
fear betties? tientl them to Melo,0.

W

1(.1,re truly,
ANTHON Y L NIXON.
motor M.5.0111111th.

Naas:setup ed

only by

)
LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON, OHIO.

MIXINC UP WITH filling other pastorates in Kentucky.
SPENT MOST OF THE MORNING
Dr. Lorimer was pastor of the
S.
TOWEL
AND
SOAP, WATER
Madison Avenue Baptist church in
New York. For 4any years he was
pastor of Tremont Temple, Boston.
Mr. Ted Reyn Ads sprained his
(From Saturday's Daily)
He lately wrote a novel satirizing
and remained on that
The members of Company D. re- ankle severely
modern society entitled the "Mae.
turned this morning from St. Louis, account.
of Millions."
ter
where they had been for the past ten Mr. Ellie White secured a position
of instruction. They In St. Louis and has entered upon

days in the camp
Railroad Change.
arrived about 9 o'clock on a special his duties.
are
tram and a more bedraggled lot of The members of the company
Horace Goodman,for eleven years
t they
men would be hard to find. Although dligruntlei over the treatmen
agent at Elkton, for the E.& G. and
regard to their pay. They

is purely vegetable and absolutely
d
'Eaaiess.
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousnes
mad all stomach,kidney and liver complaint*.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
All Driallii•lk
a
30 Gate BottIO,

Sold by Ray (11 Fowl*

road.
Rail13th.
Louisville and NaahvilleApril

Effecting',
SOUTH.
518 p se
9 60 m No 51 St Louis Express
No 62 St Louis Express
No 64 St LORill Fast Mail ...9:47 p m No 68 St Louie Fast Mail. _6:50 a at
No 91 Chicago and New
No 99 Chicago and New
11:68 p
Orleans Limited
5.40 am
Orleans Limited
No 56 Hopkinsville Acoom .8:45 pm No 56 Hopkinsville Acoom -6:00 am
west.
points
all
ha
Nos bland 54 connect at St Louis
No 61 oonneots at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erin
and for Louisville,Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 58 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cu
oinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos bland 55 also °enema
for Memphis and way points.
No.99 runs through tc Chicago and will not oared passengers to pewit
TIME CARD.
NORTH.

received in
L.I. N., has resigned to go to Birmrecelyek only government pay and
ingham, where he is in line of probesides that were charged with their motion with the same company. S.
first admission to the grounds. They S. Jamison, of Pembroke, Aucceeds
other
and
were only allowed pay for eight days Mr. Goodman at Elktou.
a break for soap, towels
of the ten they were gone,
instead
afternoon
This
articles.
cleaning
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers td St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksoneille, St. August!**
they present a more attractive ap- one day each way being consumed
and Timopa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects at
the
netted
This
trip.
the
in making
pearance.
Guthrie for points east and West.
.1 C. HOOE,Art
Four members of the company re- privates only $2.91. They had exmained in St. Louis. Mr. James pected to get state pay which would
Mollie E. and G. A. Robinson have
Chappell was assigned to the payhave been $1.60 per day. Not only filed suit against P. L. Bradshaw for
master's department as clerk and
kicking but the ofperformed his duties so acceptably are the privates
$313.76 damages. The plaintiffs alraise a row
will
probably
also
ficers
in
that capacity.
that he was retained
lege that defendant unlawfully and
Mr. E. W. Ray, who left here as if they are paid according to governthe boys state, how- forcibly.cut timber off s tract of land
sergeant major of the regiment was ment rates. All
beds
they
that
Most enjoyable in North Otiristian belonging to them
ever,
the
in
promoted to the same position
4
time.
to the amount prayed for.
brigade.

they claim to have had regular wash
days while in camp the effects could
not be noticed, and as soon as the
boys left the armory they made
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ON ACCOUNT
OF HOLIDAY

Vsi ill Be Closed
All Day Monday

BUSY STORE

In Order to Have You Wait Until Tuesday to Do Your Fall
Shopping, We Offer th Followina Inducements!
"A Few Flyers" In the Dry Goods Department.
75c--Silks--75c
16 pieces New Fall 190 Shirt Waist Suit
Silk., fancy and changeable Silks, worth
90c, on sale Tusrinay at

12Lc- Flannelette-14c
25 pieces Arnold. and Eclipse 1904 Book
Fold Flannelette, worth 18° a yard, go
on sale Tuesday at

39c--Zibilines--39c
10 pieces all colors and mixture, all wool
38 inches wide Ztbellnes for coat suits and
skirts worth everwhere 60e, olny here at....

18c--Waisting--18c
Mercerized Waisting, Basket weave; they
come in white aid colors and worth 25c yd
Go Tuesday at

10c--Outing Cloth--10c
20 pieces A inosk eage Teasle Down Outing
Cloth in fancy and solid colors, worth l2Sic
a yard. Sale price

12',c

-

tiP

*eta

000ds--75c

75c--Dress
Mohair Suiting' for Shirt Waist Suits,
Brown and Blue mixtures, worth $1.00 per
yard, on sale Tuesday at

75c

12
'
2c-Danish Cloth-12'
2c
Danish Cloth, all colors, and never sold
. for less than 16o a yard, go on sale Tuesday at
2C

18c

7c--New Ginghams--nc
25 pieces New Fall Dress Ginghains for
children's school wear. werch 10c a yard, go
Tuesday at
2C

7'

Waistings=-SPECIAL--Waistings

25 pieces Fine White and Cream Mercerized
Waistings, worth 35c, 50c and 75c;
SALE PRICE 25c, 35c AND 40c YD.

•••+++++++++4441

Men
'
s eic Boy
'
s

Clothing

&

Furnishings.

For Tuesday Only,
A

Special Discount of

Ten

Per

Cent

Off

On any Man's, Young Man's and Child's Suit or Overcoat,
Hats, Shoes or Underwear.

We Are Ready for You
The largest and most complete stock of Clothing,
Dry Goods,Silks, Etc. Also Ready-to-Wear Ladies
and Misses Suits, Cloaks and Shirts ever before
shown in the city of Hophinsville..drAPAPAP.04..dr.drAir

•
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If It's NEW, You Can Find It At Frankel's Busy
• •
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way to greed and killed he "goose
that lays the golden egg." by forcing
their agents to buy onr tobacco below the coit of production.
This is the gage of battle thrown

IMPORTANT EVENT

DESERVES SUCCESS

ern men, certainly to as great extent
as by Northern nun: and in leading
the American penole to the full fruition of civil and religious liberty,

Is C.

BRANCH [INES

popular sovereignity, end constitu-

I

Starting Sunday the L. & N. will
run an expositicn special from
ville, leaving there at 7:80 p. m.,
reaching St. Louis at 6:45 a. m. The
train will leave St. Louis at 6:46 p.

IN HISTORY OF TOBACCO down by the Tobacco Trust and its CAPT. ALLEN TO EDIT A tional government, Southern men , WILL BE BUILT IN THE in. and reach Nashville at 7:46 a m.
confederates; and will be accepted
performed, to say the least, as hoThe time of the Hopkineville acPLANTING.
MACAZINE.
NEAR FUTURE.
by the planters
Guthrie, Ky.,
at
Sept. 24, 1904, with a manliness sanctioned by law and an intelligence
Everybody Interested In Wel- worthy of the Twentieth Century.
fare of:Reglon Urged tb
We find ia the Nashville Ameriof the 12th inst.. the following:
can
Attend Meeting.
, St. Louis, Sept. 11.—Local stock-

pot taut a part as Northern men, mid
rendered te the worlds service which

holders of the Continental, Consolidated and American Tobacco ComCapt. C. T. Allen, of Mexico, Mo.,
To tin New Era:
panies have been notified that a
lawyer, lecturer, journalist and galThe roost important event in the
meeting will be held at New York
lant Confederate veteran, will on
history of tobacco planting is near
City, Sept. 30, at which time a corn.:
Nov. I begin the publication of •"l'he
at band. The event will be the gathplate merger of the three companies ,
ering of the planters at Guthrie,
Southern Sentinel," a monthly magwill be voted upon.
I azine, devoted mainly to Southern
Saturday, Sept. 24, 1904, for the purThe proposed company will control '
pose of organizing themselves as a
History, Southern Men and Their
tho entire business of the ceuntry.
yroteetiou against the low prices.
Achievements in the CreaHon, deFellow-planters, we 1. el it to be
We had a clear demoustratio
velopment and growth of the Amerion
bounden duty to urge you to a
,
our
the part of he tobacco trust an4 its I
can
republic from thetfirst permanent
I
confederates, In the way they bought man to attend the Guthrie, Ky., English settlemeut at Jamestown,
meeting In the Interest of the women
the crop that grew in 1903, of how
Virginia, A. D. 1607, down to the
and children that are so dear to you;
low they can buy. Enough of a ,
present time, and to the discussion
In the interest of the material prosthing is enough to practical men.
of Southern interests generally.
perity
of that section of your conntry I
The undenied and undeniable fait,
In addition to the historical artithat last year's crop was bought be- known as the Clarksville dark tobac- : ste, the Sentinel will contain other
low the cost of production, fully sat- co distaict; In the interest of your! good reading matter and will be inliberty as American citizens, else;
isfies our planters that the price of
you will deserve the name of cow- teresting and instructive to all,
tobacco at their barn doors was low ards and the very women and chil- eepecially to the young men and

1

enough.
Hence we will meet and form The
Tobacco Planters' Protective association at the appointed day mentioned
above. This meeting to be held at

should always be remembered

with
It Will Be Devoted Mostly to
Depot and Yards For Hopgratitude. The names as well as the
kinsville.---L & N. Puts
Southern History arid
deeds of too many of these great awl
On New Train.
Interests.
self sacrificing men are unknown to

dren will crook the finger of scorn at, women of the South. ,
you.
The price will be WOO a year and
Kentuckians and Tennesseeaus of : the magazine
should have a large
he Clarksville tobacco district can'
citculatiop here where Capt. Allen
you stand that? We cannot, and,
will go to the Guthrie, and enter the is well known. He was formerly a
I proMineut Kentucky editor and atorganization."
Jno. M. Foster,
toruey, and last year lectured at
Sect'y Robertson Co. Tenn.,
He is a deep
!Union Tabernacle
Tobacco Growers' Association.
I student and a delightful write:.
! concerning his ruagaziue, Capt.
Carrier Appointed.

the present generation.
"From 178J to 1860, Southern men
did much to shape the destiny and
direct the affairs of the new born republic and give it character and
standing in the family of nation..
The memory of far too many of the
great men of the South of this period
is rapidly passing away and soon
their very names will tie on the lust
of the'Unknown.'

The Tennessee Central railroad intends to construct several branch
lines within the next year, it is asserted on reliable authority.

1
....e-set-...e••
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STRICKEN IN PULPIT
Elder Granville Lipscomb
Suffers Stroke of Paralysis.

(Special to New Era)
SHELBYVILLE, Tenn., Sept. 18.
At the present time this road is —Elder ,Granville Lipsconib, of
spending anywhere from $8,000 to Nashville, an able and widely known
18,000 a month on improvements in minister of the Christian church
the way of enlarging its terminal who tor (mate days had been con- facilities, ballasting its road bed and ducting a meeting at Mt. Hermon
"The rapid and dramatic succes- building new depots along its line church, this county, was
stricken
sion of historic events in the early and enlarging it. yards.
with paralysis while in the pulpit
r
history of our Republic, the able and
Information has not yet bees given yesterday and has not spokenksiince
exhaustive, and sometimes angry, out officially regarding the contem- the stroke. Physicians regard ,
..
140,
political discussion which covered plated extensions. km; it is under- condition as very serious.
the first sixty or seventy years of its
life, and which culminated in the
Civil War, are not as well known to
the present generation as they should
be. In these events and discussions

stood that they will be of an extensive nature.
Mr. Lipscomb is well known in
It is understood that the joint Hopkinsville where he frequently
agency of the I. U and T. C., in Hop- has priiached.

kinsville will not continue a great
are to be found and from them de- while. It is said to be the purpose
duceu the °mese of the bloody strug- of the T. C. to cross Little River and
gle; and if the descendants of the construct a station and yards in tbe
Confederate soldiers are expected to Mercer park property.
defend the character of their anceslt is not known definitely whether

Guthrie, Ky., would never have been
tors, all honorable means should be any of toe proposed branches will be
called had the Tobacco Trust & Co.
t.sed to give them the Southern side constructed
from
Hopkineville.
of these events and discussions.
been wise. Why did these tobacco
Pembroke is anxious for a branch,
buyers, with the tobacco situation so
"The character of a people, like and a line to the North Christian
well in hand, not pay a liberal price
that of an individual, is a growth, coal fields has been considered.
for last year's crop.
and to bring out in bold relief the
Allen says:
Henry P. Allen has been appointed
Had they done so, no gathering of
From 1607 to 1789, when the United splendid character of the Southern Virginis, and thence trace its gradthe planters to form a protective as- rural route carrier at Pembroke. with !States government came into being, people and vindicate their action in ual development, and stn-w from
sociation would have been called to Gus K. Allen as substitute carrier,
the main thoughts, ideas and princi- 1861.6, it is necessary to go back to history that Southern men did their
•
soon. But these hungry, fa:farness,
INDWItrip IT:12 SaPve ples now imbedded in American con- the beginning of AmericanisM in part in this great work bravely and
stunt ions. were dt vtleprd
tiottlleas creatures Of MallEMOD gave
5. etp,.government, to old Jamestown in nobly."
Fr Piles. Sires.Sert a.

,.

commodation will be changed after
Sunday, leaving Nashville at 6 p en,
instead of 5:10 as now.

,•: ,.." •
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HEAP VOTE CAST

(Special to New Era)
PORTLAND, Me., Sept. 18.—The
returns from the election held yeaterday in Maine indicate slight gains
for the Democrats, though the Republicon plurality is expected to
reach 83,000. The plurality in the
gubernatorial election in 1900 was
88,384. The Republicans have elected all four congressmen, but the
Democrats probably have gained a
tear seats In the legislature. The I
este' polled was the heaviest glace
,

AND

DESTROYED HOE PREDES WONDERFUL illFFERED MANY YEARS comwt."010 FEMALE DISEASES.
men Who Owe Their Restored Health
MINERAL DISCOVERIES IN COUNTY. Two Robust Wo
and Usefulness to Pe-ru-na.

A FARMER WANTS
WOO DAMAGES.

SURVEY BETWEEN GRACET AND HOPKINSVILLE. FEARS FOR SAFETY OF
YOUNC KENTUCKIAN.
Henn Van Hooser Sues
(Special to New Era,)
Firm That Closed Up
EARL
INGTON, Ky., Sept. 14.—
Resources Will Be Found
His Store.
Some concern is felt here tonigh
Superior to Crittenden and
t
about the disappearance of Henry
Equaling Joplin.
W. Rogers,
Benjamin Kirkman has filed suit
against the Tennessee Central railroad for WO, alleging that in buildFrom Wednesday's Daily.
In the next two years Christian
an embankment for the railroad
a natural drain throtgli his farm was Ceitioty will surpass Critteuden in
troyed and his land was overflow- the development of mineral resoured and greatly damaged as a result. ces.
That is the pie-diction of Prof. J.
t nry Van Hooser has filed suit E Wright, of the Kentucky geologiistat Orr, Mizell & Co., of cal survey.
ashwille, and the City Bank
The deposits of /end and zitic in
or $850. Orr, Mizell
Co. re- the county are very rich, he says,
cently bad the plaintiff's store and it is only a question of a short
closed by the sheriff. In his petition time when the local mining indust
ry
the plaintiff states that all his pro- will be one of the great busine
sses of
petty was exempt under the law aid of this region.
was fully worth the amount prayed C. Prof. Wright is an expert
mining
for. The City Barri( is made party man. He is thoroughly equipp
ed
to the suit as it signed the indemni- for the work he has undert
aken in
fying bond of Sheriff Davis.
investigating the mineral resources

McKNICHT-COX.
(Fran Wednesday's Daily.)
Mr. John M. 'McKnight, a South
Christian planter, and Miss Cleora

• Thankful Women Wife
Have Been Cured by
Dr. Hartman's free
Treatment
Miss Rutl. Emerson, 72 flyer.'
more St., Buffalo, N. Y., writes:
"I suffered for two years with
irregular and painful menstruto
tion, and Peruna cured me wItIt•
ismix weeks. I cannot tell yes
how grateful!feel. Any agency
which brings health and strength
to the afflicted is always a welcome friend, and to-day the
market is so filled with useless
em4 injurious medicines that It
is& pleasure to know of so roll*.
tile a remedy as you place before
the public."
Miss Ruth Emerson.
catarrh of these organs. While
each case presents some minor
difference as to detail,they are all
in reality alike. Pei-ens does not relieve
these cases by temporarily mitigating
some symptom, but
by a removal of the
cause. Many a woman
can testify that local
treatment does not
permanently curs. A
large multitude of
women are constantly
going from doctor to
doctor to receive local
treatment, with little
or no result.
In Pernna these
women find a prompt
and permanent cure.
Imitations ofPoem-mu
Peruna has come to
be recognized as the
greatest remedy for
catarrh in the world.
At-first competitors
tried to deny this and
Insisted that their
remedies were Just as
good. This was found
to be impossible,however, and now imitations are springing
up everywhere.
To successfully
palm off an imitation
of Peruna even for a
short time is sure to
be a money-making
scheme, but no one
who has ever taken
Peruna can be fooled
on these imitations. No conscientious
druggist would sell one of them. Every
purchaser should look carefully at each
package of Peruna he buys, to he sure
that he is getting only genuine Perunt
Addre,ii Dr. liartman, President 61!
The II ar tmaia Sanitarium,Columbus,0.

a popular young EarlingtOn man and Second Lieutenant
In the local military company. He
went squirrel hunting early this

morning with
T. McFmen, an
Earlington merchant, to the Pond
River Flats, some seven or eight
miles distance. The two separated
and McEwen. after making a fruit(ere search for Rodgers this afternom', discharging his gun many
times without getting any repl , returned alone. It is feared some accident has happened and a party of
friends has gone in search of him tonight.
••-•••

WOMAN ON TRIAL
Willis Case Is Drawing To
Conclusion.

of the county and has had wide exFrom Wednesday's Daily.
perience. He was in the Joplin disThe trial of Mrs. Bessie Willis, at
trict several years, and he coufident•
ly expects to see the Hopkinsville Cadiz, charged with complicity in
district as failure as that one bE fore the murder of Lieut. W.B. Johnston
at Canton, is drawing to a close. 'The
a great while.

Geologist Wright, Civil Engineer defense will probably finish its teotimony this afternoon and that in reCox, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. G. Lewis, and George D.
Wright.
buttal
will be offered by the proseH. Cox, who are well known in this and Benj. Sims, assistants, this
cution in the morning, after which
city, were quietly married this after- morning begun the work
of inspectRS. J. B.FINN, 82 East High St.,
the argument will be begun. Severnoon at 4 o'clock at the bride's home big the mineral lands in West
Buffalo, N., Y., writes:
Chris•
al
speech
es will be made on each The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus,0.:
on East Seventeenth street, Rev. C. tian, between Oracy and Hopki
ns•
Gentlemen: "A few years ago I had
side and the trial, which has alreatly
H. Nash,officiating. This will come villa.
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(From Saturday's Daily)
Dr. Swan was in Hopkinsvil:e yesterday on busitess.- Clarksville
Star.
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Miss Dorothy Adams. of Hopkinsvilla, Ky., who has beau the guest of
Miss Stella Nichols for the past week
It now visiting Mrs. James Adams.Clarksville Leaf Chronicle.
Rev. J. W. Gant, of Elkton, is in
the city.
Prof. J. J. Glenn, of Madleonville,
spent yesterday in the city.
Mr. Robt. E. Howell has gone to
French Lick Springs, Ind.
Mr. Peter Sun, general agent o'
Sun Brothers Railroad shows, was
In the city yesterday.
Misses Edwina Cook, of Hcpk insvilla, and Miss Ooldye Harrison are
spending the week with Mrs. C.
W.
Smith.. Miss Bennie Mullen, of
Hopkinsville, daughter of F. M. Mullen, who was formerly foreman of
the Review office, is visiting relatives in this section.-Fairview Review.
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Early Risers
THE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS.
For quick relief from Biliousness,
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver, Jaundice, Dizziness, and all troubles arising from an inactive or sluggish liver,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are unequalled.
They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it is a pleasure
to take them. One to two act as
mild laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are purely vegetable and absolutely
harmless. They tonic the liver.
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Seek ye Me. and ye shall live; seek
the Lord, and ye shall bye; seek
good
and not evil that ye may live, and so
the Lord. the God of hosts, stoin
with you, for thus saith the Lord unto
the house of Lome (verses 4, ;I, 111.
This seems to Do the central thought
of our lesson. It reminds us of Elij'
a -if the Lord he God, follow Him"
(1 Kings xvill, 21). and of Joshua's farewell exhortation. "Choose you this day
whom we will serve" (Josh. xxiv,
re.
and of the words of Moses: "1 have
set before you life and death; therefore choose life. Love the Lord, thy
God; obey His voice, cleave unto Him,
for Ile is thy life" (Deut.
xxx, 19, 20).
Whether it be for Israel or the church
or the individual, there is no life apart
from Him who is life, who said, "I am
the life" (John xi, ZS; xiv. 6). Dead In
sins, Without

111131111111111b..,.11it,ii;i:
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DIVORCE QUESTION PROMINENT HERNDON FIRMER
• T. M. Jones, •
•
•
FILLS DEAD FROM HIS BUGGY.•
•
Is Now the Place of Attraction I
•
•
SUITS ARE FILED
FOR DAMAGES,• The Largest and Best Assorted:
III
•
••••••••0141110•••••••••••••0990
•
•
•
•

LANCE INCREASE SHOWN
BY STATISTICS.

Five Out of Every One Thousand Men Separated
From Wives.

POWDER
Absolutely Pero

sus bureau. The latest show that
five out of every 1,000 men married
are living in a state of divorce.

For everything in the Dry Goods line
that is new
and up-to-date.

5
•

O

•
•
•
•

stock of Dress Goode and Dress Trimmin ;a
in the city to select from.

New Waist Silks!
New Dress Silks!

(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mr. R. C. Pace, a prominent citizen
and successful farmer, died sudden-

:

•
•
•.
•

• Skimmers' 36 inch Satins, warranted for
two seasons, all colors•
•Viyella Waieting, the new waist goods;
Bannnvis Suiting, Outing
Two Suits for SmallAmounts•Cloth and
•
Flannelette. New Side Combs. Back Combs,
Stick Plus,
The census returns disprove the
•
Waist
Agains
Sets,
Bags,
t
Illinois Central
Belts, Gloves, Hosiery, Ladles Neckeear,
ly at his home near Herndon yesterGent's
theory that early marriage leads of•New Neckwear, Shirts and Collai 6.
Railroad
day afternoon about 4:30 o'clock
•
teneet to divorce. A note of warn•
from an attack of heart trouble. Heing is also sounded to women who
•
we
had been to Herndon twice during
persist in marrying men of the rov•
Linoleum@ and Mattings. My stock is large and
the day yesterday, once with the inR. R. Loyd has filed suit against
well assorted
ing claas, who enter on matrimony
II in every line. My motto is good goods at low prices.
tention of coming to this city on bus- the Pembroke
Elevator company, of IP
late in life, and, for the guidaree of
iness, but changed his plans and de- Pembroke, for
$1.242.76 alleging the•
•
those who ought to know, it Is figcided to wait until today. After the elevator company
owes him this
ured out, in zold and passionless stasecond trip so Hertdon he returned amount according to
the conditions•Main Street,
tistics, of just what classes of emHopninsville,
to his home, driving into the yard as of a contract made
between them
plopment men are most frequently
usual.
His daughter, Miss Ella which the company failed to
seen in the divorce court.
keep.
Pace, heard him when he arrived,
Mary L. and C. S. Coleman have
Census figures on divorce reveal
and about half an hour later, wishing flied suit against the
Illinois Central
the relative fickleness of men acto use the buggy, she went out and railroad company
for $100 damages. 0410000.0.
cording to their following in life
00.000100.0.00.0000000
This table, based on the number of found her father lying on his face They allege the railroad company
If
Von
Don't
Buy
Clothing From J. '1'. WALL dt CO. You
those divorced out of every 100 mar- between the wheels of the vehicle, failed to properly keep up the
cattle
Don't Buy Clothing Right.
ried, shows stme interesting com- life being extinct.
•
guards entering their property and
•
parisons.
Mr. Pace had suffered from heart as a result cattle had free
WE HAVE THREE
access to
Soldiers, marines and sailors, 24;
trouble for a long time and last their field and have greatly
REGISTERED
damaged
hustlers, 18; actors. 17; agricultural
spring had an attack on the streets their crop. A similar
laborers,
16;
bartender
s,
servants
16;
suit for $60 has
PHARMACISTS.....
waiters, 13; wood choppers, 12; of this city from which it was been filed by the same parties with
Andguaranteee all Drugs and
musicians and teachers of music, 12; thought at the time he could not re- the addition
to be the Purest and stook raisers, herders and drovers, cover. Yesterday he seemed to be per, against of Pres Averitt, a cropthe railroad.,
10; photographers, 10; paper hang•
Freshest.
particula
in
rly
fine
spirits
and
was
ere, 10; barbers and hair dressers, 9;
laughing and talking with his friends
Complete stock Squibbs', lumbermen and raftinen, 9; clock
narck's, Upjohns, Parke, and watchmakers and repairers, 9; and did not complah of feeling unglaziers and varnishers, 9. well.
•
4610
Davis Co.'s and Warn- Fainters,
On further analysis the censue tuHe was sixty-seven years of age
For
laOle & Co.'s Chemicals. reeu found that most -if the occura(From Tuesday's Daily.)
ei-„joree,
TA.,•
and a member of the Christian
Gone
given
contain
a high per cent•
/ Cold
r
but the best
The wife of Charles White, col- •STYLE GP ACE
11•4••
•
used and every thing age of bachelors. Statistics show church. Seven children, Miss Ella ored, give birth yeeterdayr at her •
Weather
CORRECT CU -KES
that in nine of the fifteen docupations Pace, Messrs. J. L. and Richmond
er
gillaranteed to be as your in this list the tendency to defer
home on Durrett avenue to a child
y
Befor
e
Pace, Mesdames Kate Lindsay, Finis
P
k GENTLEMEN
which possessed two fully developed
orders.
marriage is exceptionally stroag.
Luttrell, Thomas Crawley and Lillie
Buying
It is shown that in a long list of
upper teeth when born. The mother •
Interment
Your
occupations groups in which there Adcock survive him.
died from hemorrhages hut the child
are not more than three divorces to will take place this afternoon in the
is living and seemingly in perfect •
1,000 marriages, the tendency is to- Pace burying ground pear Herndon.
•
health.
ward early matrimony.
•
•
It is shown that the number of mar•
Praises
Rockefe
ried
ller.
women
in gainful occupations is
WE ARE SOLE
•
St.mdily growing. In 1890 4.6 per cent
•
From
Tuesday'
AGENTS FOR
s
Daily.
of all the married women of the
Rev. Carter Helm Jones preached •
Misses Nellie and Lucile Darden
country were thus employed. In 1900
his first sermon at the nroadway •
this per centage had increased too 6. who have been the guests of the
Baptist church after his summer vs •
It is also shown that,the percentage Misses Donr on Cleveland avenue,
•
of single women in gainful occupa- have returned to their home at cation yesterday morning. In the
•
course of his remarks he took issue
tions has declined since 1890, while Ada irvi Ile.
•
•
of married, widowed and divorc3d,
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Emile, Mrs. with Bishop Henry C. i'Ater for his •
By getting it now you
,
In each case, has increased.
scnoss
op_os 6 co
Guy Duncan, and Misses Wootten, conduct in assisting at the opening of
n14(107105 May
MAKERS
have longer wear for;
Louisville has IA "higher" standing Ragsdale and Schmitt have
,.......
YSHC
returned the model saloon in New York. Dr.
In the divorce column than in the from a visit to the \Vol id's
•your
Fair in Sonar spoke in terms
money and a larger assortment to pick from.•
of praise of Mr. •
population column,as compared with St. Louis.
•
John D. Rockefeller, whom he met •
other cities of the United States.
If you want something that wi:1 put ycu in a,
Miss Jennie Berry, of Morganfield.
Her place is tenth in the list showfor the first time this summer. Dr.
:dintinguished class by yourself, come here and walk•
ing the number of legal separations is visiting her sister, Mrs.0.H. And- Jones said of Mr.
Rockefeller: "He
•
In tlio various large cities, while she erson, South Main street.
is one of the simplest, noblest and •off with a snappy suit of,
•
is eighteenth in the point of populaAbe Singer, of Hopkinsville, Ky..
•
•
tion, according to the figures of the was i.e the city yesterday visiting most unostentatious men fever met." •
•
United States cense,' bureau.
relati veg.— Ciark sv I le Leaf-Chron- —Louisville Post.
•
The statistics show that there are icle.
in Louisville 1,034 divorcod persons,
•
Hand Tailored
Mrs. Ernii a D kyle has returned
:
which means that one in every divi•
from the East, where she purchased
•
sion of 230 people has been divorced.
•
The picture shows the reigning favorite in Fall•
a fall stalk of millinery.
Six citiee larger than Louisville
•
•Apparel. This is the natty suit the best dressed':
have fewer divorced persons. Among
Leaves Methodists.
The Harglses Kick Against
these is Baltimore. which has twice
:young fellows in the big cities are now wearing.
•
Judge Benton.
as many inhabitants and 46 less diThe Rev. R. H. Wightman, of the
•
(Special
voices. New Orleans, with a popu- Kentucky conference of the
to New Era)
•
Metho•
lation of about 3011.0o0, has only 809
3VINCH
ESTER,
Ky.,
Sept.
13—
dist Episcopal Church South, has redivorced persons.
For 60 little
•
nounced that faith and joined the When the case of Mrs. Arbrella Mar•
a price as
Presbyterian church at Mt. Carmel, cum against Judge James Hargis,
Senator Alex Hargis, Ed Callahav
Fleming county.
and B.F. French for $100,000 damages
for conspiring to kill her husband.
We have them—a new and comwas called Judge Hargis filed an afDade Croon Injuries Are
plete line, also Peggies and Purfidavit to the effect that Judge Benses. These goods are of the lat
Broken Knee Cap and
sit style and made of the best
ton would not give him a fair trial.
•
Bruises.
Preparations Being Made
Withers,Seal Walrus, Japanese,
Judge Benton refused t3 vacate the
For the Reunion.
to. We also carry a nice line
bench. The CialIP is Bettor Thursd y, 11104111•••••••
Mr. L. D. Green, of this city, who
•••••••••••••••••011100
at
was injured Friday evening in an
t
The Mexican war veterans of Ken- but will hardly be tried at that t"me,
owing to Callahan and French being
accident at South Bend, Ind., is in a
tucky who will attend the reunion of
defendants in a trial at Mt. Sterling.
hospital at that place. His right
knee cap was broken and he wan con- the National Association of Mexican
Call and Gee Lb, we
Two-Dollar Wheat.
siderably bruised. He writes to his War Veterans to be held in East St.
will take pleasure
family that he is being well taken Louis, III., September 16, will meet
Two-dollar wheat is !IOW predicted,
In showing these
care of at the hospital, and that
his In Louisville today to make the final
to you.
Damage to the spring crop by black
friends among the Elks are showing
arrangements for the trip. It is
him inany courtesies. Mr.
Green thought that the Kentuck conting- rust is reported. There were sensa
y
and a number of other traveling
dons' advances at Chicago and New
men
ent will be about twenty-five in numwere in a bus which was struck
by
York yesterday.
a Grand Trunk passenger train which ber. Many years ago the Kentucky
Capital Paid In....$100.000.00
was carrying excursionists to
the State Association of Mexican War
Death of Baby.
I Home, 1216.
Surpl
us
. 30.000.00
World's
Fair. According to wit- Veterans
es Cumberland, oe.
was a flourishing organizanesses. the train was running
about
From Tuesdays Daily.
forty miles an hour, and had sound- tion, but one bY one the survivors of
Henry C. Gant,
President
Mabel Clyde King. the elevened no bell or whistle to warn the the war of sixty years ago have
J. E McPherson,
Cashier
drivel
of the 'bus.
passed away. until the state organi- mouths-old daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
Om lam% Weft
H L McPherson,
- Asst Cashier
aw reereeewea kee
zation has practically been abandon- Clyde Kii g, living near this city on
Maiasear, Issist
One of the best improved homes
in ed. It is probable that the meeting the Russellville pike, died yesterday
Vie solicit the szcouuts of Firms, Corporat
1.14171
a Hopkinsville for sale. Possession this month in East St. !ogle will be
ions and jimillivid
uals, premising prompt, courteous treatiziwa
of congestion of the brain. Interment
can be given at once. For terms, ap- the last gathering of the members
t to an,SO eVery
of
accommod
ation,
consistent with conaervil
ply on premien', on Walnut street.
banking.
the national association. There are took place today in the Gray burying'
If contemplating opening An 1100011110, 01tive
slaking any change
daiwt1
Mrs. NatGaither.
lu eziating relations, would be glad to correspo
a few Mexcan war veterans left in, ground.
nd with you.
Southwestern Kentucky. One of
them is Captain Darwin Bell, of
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•
tacks.— He Was a Valu•
Divorcee in the United States are
able Citizen.
R. R. LOYD WANTS 81,242
on the increase in numbers, accord1
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ing to figures presented by the cen-
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CANADIAN PACIFIC EXPRESS TRAIL ON PLAINS AN NEARLY STARIED.1:—
.
ea Raisers

Several Thousand Dollars secured by the Bandits at Point Winfield T.
Durbin Wandered Three Days In the Wilds
of
of Pistols.—Passengers Were Not Molested.
South Dakota.rround by Indians.
(Special to New Era.)
WINNIr'EO. Manitoba, Sept. 12
—At 9:80 o'clock last night the Canadian Pacific westbound Trans-Continental Express was held up by four
masked men in the woods, four and
Ilk half miles west of Mission junction.
(Special to New Era)
Tam!
, of the men crawled over the
OYSTER BAY, N. Y., Sept. 12.—
tender of the locomotive and at the
President Roosevelt's formal letter
point of revolvers ord red Engineer
of acceptance of the Republican
Scott to stop the train. They left
nomination for the presidency has
one man to guerd the engineer, the
been issued to the public. The letothers taking the fireman with them.
ter is an exhaustive defense of the
Ibree of the bandits compelled the
record of the Republican adminieto uncouple the mail and ex-

•
•

(Specia

l to New Era.)
I0
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT FORMALLY
INDIANAPOLIS,Ind., Sept.
121
•
Lost on the plains of South
,•
SAYS THAT HE WILL RUN AGAIN. Oov. Winfield T. Durbin spentDakota
three•

days and two nights in the
Brings good results, so if you want some
open,•
without any food except two
small
thing good we have it , And to insure good
tration. More space is devoted to the saudwiches. Wheu found by
Indian
result
s use a
tariff and the Philippines than to scouts, who had been impress
ed by
his
friends, he was nearly starved.
other issues of the cainpaign In the
concluding paragrap:i of his letter he News of the occurrence has just been
received here. His companions
all
asserts that there is "not a policy,
thought it best not to advise the
foreign or domestic, which we are Durbin family of the
They are the best and have the name they
affair until the
now carrying out which it would pot result of their search was known.
•
deserve, for they are superior to all others,
be disastrous to 'averse or abandon," 'The governor is camping with a
',
party on the plains. He mounte
d
for they do superior work. So come and try
'2.
his horee and set out for a ride,
car, the fourth standing guard
but
underes
one
and be convince
timated
the speed it which
over the train and Conductor War
F PERSONAL di‘
he was traveling. When he sought
ren, who attempted to go forward
From Monday's Daily)
to return the camp was not in sight,
when the train stopped. The robCapt. William Blakey, of Evans- and no familiar object was in
view.
bers then proceeded with the engine
ville, is visiting the family of Dr. 'I'. He sought to return, but
the trail
W.
was completely lost.
. and express car several miles west. Caldwell County Man ArrasMak"'
The governor had taken no accoum,
‘1, Zspress Messenger Herbert Mitchjabelkre.arH
e attItiie
Scales Jackid sworn,
ted on Serious Charge.
of the direction In which his horse
Frankfu
B
rt.
a
ell atfirst refused to open the oar
(INCORPORATED.)
enter the Kentucky Military Ineti- had traveled, and, after wandering
door, but on being informed that the
about for several hours, he was forced
PRINCETON, Ky., Sept. 12—Ex- tute.
ear would be blown open with dynato camp out alone for the night.
citement is very high over the arrest
Misses Lucy and Dorothy Ewin, Thinking his
mite, of which ';,hey bad a quantity,
friends would start a
of "Cohn' Cressy, charged with who have been guests of Mrs. W. H. search
for him, and fearing that he
he to:implied. From the safe the robcriminal assault by Lilly McCloud, Cummings, Jr., left today for Nash- would get father away
from the camp
bars secured four or five thousand
a thirteen-year-old orphan girl. The ville to visit friends before returning If he moved, he remained at the
• dollars in gold duet and about $1,000
to their home in Florence, Ala.
place where he had tethered his
child was brought here several weeks
la surrenoy.
horse till late the next day', but none
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bailey
Russell
Mrs.
,
ago and was left with some people of
OU CAN get a delightful and cool sensation.
•
Tbs mall clerks were similarly
Eva I Bachman and Miss • Fannie of his friends appeared, and again he
this
s'vr
place, but was later taken to
with one of our UP-TO-DATE RIGS and
tried
to
reach the camp. Night overBachman left yesterday for St Louis
isoccPelled to open the mall oar,
Evansville. Last night she was re- '
1011N1
(MOD HORSES,'Everything nice and prompt
took him and he was forced again to
toatten
Exposit
d
the
ion.
which was rifled of the contents of turtid to this city by Chief
of Pollee I
remain in the open.
service. Call or telephone us. Both telephones—
Wilson. Creasy lives in this county ! Mr. Hugh N. Wood left this morn, registered mall sacks.
In the meantime, several Indians
40
1 411
Cumber
114
1
land,82; Home, 1313.
ing
for
Lexingt
on. He was accom- were
The engine, express and mall oars several miles north of here, and it is
employed to assiet is the search.
stated that several other arrests will panied by Master John Barr. '
were run to a point east of Warnech,
On the morning of the third day they
be made in connection with the
Misses Hattie Boll Ftqua and
where the robbers took to the wools. crime.
came
upon him by by following the
The prisoner is about forty- Meme Smith have returned to OwSuccessor to Golay & Brame. Cot. 7th & Vir. Sta.
'/Cope of the passengers were molest- five year., of age and has a
wife and ensboro after a visit to Mr. Thomas trail that had baffled his friends.
several children.
ed.
Fuqua at the Western Asylum.
1•1•111RAWIMWINK
The girl formerly made her home
A special train with a posse of epeMisses
Nell
Donald
son,
Mary
with the Creasy leanly.
eist policemen, in charge of the,railJeesia Brownell, Al i.e Dabney and
way inspector and the provincial
Mary Jones, of this city, and Maggie
No Room.
Willis and Ethel Williams, of PetnAdel of police, was crdered to the
broke, left today for Boston to enter
seeps from Vancouver as soon as the
The Frankfort Journal says: The the New England Conservatory
of
news reached there.
state reformatory at Lexington is Music.
full, and Superintendent Doad reMisses Maggie Ellis, of this oily,
fuses to admit any more inmates to and Carrie Atkinson, of Earlington,
that institution regardless of sen- left today for Lynchburg, Va , to enter college.
tence imposed upon juvenile offendMrs. M. J. Moore has returned
ers.
from an extended visit to her daughter, Mrs. C. R. Boardman, at Roncevent, W. Va.
, Salt has been filed in Covington to
Mies Hattie Lee Johnston has reSeat the onstit uyonality of the law
turned from Woodville.
passed by tne legislature at its last
Mr. and Mrs. John Prowse,• Jr.,
term requiring every voter to pro- Eight of Dozen Occupants
have returned from their wedding
•
Find Watery Craves.
cure from the 1.111cers of reglier Won!
tour to St. Louis and are residing
(Special to New Era.)
at the time lie registers a certificate
with the groom's hither on South
PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 12.—The Main.
which he must present to the officers
of election when he presents hinnee!f Delaware steamer Columbia on its
W. R. Brumfield will leave tonight
way from this city to Bristol, Pa., for St. Louis and after a visit
to east his vote.
to the
The decision on this suit will be of last night ermined into a steam fair will go the Southern part of
and rugs are replacing carpets everywh
Louisiana to visit his brother Mr.
ere. They're
interest to every voter in the state. I launch about ten miles north of here,
cleaner, more healthful, more stylish.
Lee Brumfield.
•
grinding it to pieces and causing the
The Sherwin-Williams Modern Method FloorFi
Mies
Edna
Nash is visiting friends
The Hon. John Sharp Williams, of drowning of eight of the dozen occufor finishing old or new floors in any style nishes
desired,
in Louisville.
give best results always. Use them on
Mississippi, D• mocratio leader in pants of the small b sat. All of the
your floors.
Col. Chino Henry, Sr., and his
For rowed Finish—Inside
'the national house of representatives , party were from Philadelphia
Floors—TIIe S.W. litslat FLOOR
PAINT.
daughter, Mrs. T. %V. T. Richards,
Porch Floors—nit
1 41..
will speak in Louisville in October. I
For Vandalized Fialaa—Natural—NAR-Nor,S.C. PORCH FLOOR ,
a durAble floor varnish.
left last night for Los Angeles, Cal..
Stained—FLootLAc, stain and varrnsh
coahined.
For Waxed Flatak—TME 9-4. hoom W..
after a visit to relatives hers. SatThomas E. Watson, Populist nomurday afternoon, Mrs. Richards
For 17asightly Cracks is Old Floors—r
Nt 8. W. CRACK AND SIAN FILLS*.
inee for the presidency, will speak , The Aches aud Pains Will
Disappear Spoke to the members of the DaughPaducah, Weever and Louisville, in
If the Advice of This Hopkins- 'ters of the Confederacy, at Mrs. C.
Get color cards from
M. aleacharn'e residence on South
his effort* to injure the Democratic
ville CirAzini is F,,Ilo wed.
Main street. All who had the good
party,( f which he IMO a member as
fortuim to hear her address unite in
A
woman'
s
back
has
many aches
long as it kept him in office.
pronouncing it to have been a most
and pains.
—Most times 'tis the kidney's fault. charming one.
Pa+++44444
4444444-**444444+
The Eighth Mas-whilsette regiment
Rec.:ache is really kidney ache.
en its way home from the maneuvThat's why Doan's Kidney Pills
ers at Manassas, stopped at Esopus, cure it.
Many Hopkineville women know
N. Y., yesterday and enthusiastically
greeted Judge Parker as he was get- I this.
The people of Christian aputity,
ting on board a train for Kingston to I Read what one has to say about it. Ky., will
take notice that the Fiscal
I
Miss
L.
A.
Hester,
of
212
East
14th
attend church services. William F.
Court of said county will meet at
St,
says:
"To
walk
for
any
distance
Sheehan was the only political cellor to overexert myself in any way their usual and customary place of
o( the day.
intensified the oohing in my book meeting, in the city of Hopkineville,
from which I was a long time a con- county of Christian and state of
Sent to Asylum.
tinual sufferer, and if I caught Cold Kentucky, tin Tuesday the 18th day
David Coleman, of White Plains, it been:led to settle in the same reg- of October, 1904, for the purpose of
issuing new county refunding bonds
was adjudged .insane Tuesday morn ion and make me almost miserable.
to be sold for .the purpose of obtain
When
rising
in
.the
morning I felt
log in the county court and removed
ing
money with which to pay off all
etif and sore and often found it diffito Hopkinsville the same day. He
cult to dress myself. Another sys- outstanding bonds against said county, of issue July 1st, 1897, amounting
possessed a mania that Rufus Tea- tom of my compla
int was a weakness
gue, of White Plains, had done him of the kidneys which annoyed and to 281,000. and which said broads were
issued to refund a then existing raila great injury and had threatened to distressed me beyond words. I docroad bonded debt of about $100,000
tored
but
found
little
if any relief
take hit life.
until I tried Doan's Kidney Pills Sand which said original bonds were
Mr. Teague is greatly grieved at
which had been strongly recornmee- of date July 1st,, 1887. The terms
and conditions of said new bonds
the condition of the young man. He ded to me and
which I procured at
has always keen his friend and it is Johnson's drug store. They did me will be fixed and determined by said
Fiscal Court at said time and place.
a loss to explain why the the young a vast amount of good. The pain in
Done by order of the 4lhrlstiaim
fellow lii Id think he had harmed my back ceased, the secretions were
regulated and my health was im- County Fiscal Court, made his day.
This Sept. and, 1904.
proved generally. The pills perform
is thought that the treatment whit they
W. T. Fown
promise in every way."
on
Mr 'Coleman will receive in the HouFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 •• Conlinle- S. U. Butler.' a,
W. T. Winnr msos,
soners
k Msville asylum will soon restore cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
tO.H.ANrnisoN,
New
York,
sole
agents for the United
him to his normal conditiou and that
4i7Tii
0
.
eiFt.X -A..
States.
HA Kind Ynu Hays Sways Bought
Dears
the
he Will return to his home a well
Remember the name—Duane—and
Spews
man—Madison villa Hustler.
take no other.
of

SUPERIOR WHEAT DRILL.

ORPHAN VICTIM.

*Nee

Good Fertilizer

'Planters Hardware Cos,
A Nice, Cool Drive
Y

•

Howard Brame's Livery Stable

umNcH Cut IN Two

Finished Floors

A WOMAN'S BACK• ,

Forbes M'f'g Co.

NOTIe CE.

We Sell

Genuine
Mason's Fruit Jars
Wholesale and Retail.

Can Save You Money.

Forbes Erg. Co.

%/NZ:64
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left Distribution

r

AST YEAR we distributed twenty-five premiums among our subscribers, and although the time given for the contest was only two months
the interest aroused was so great and the Appreciation of the presents so general that-we have decided to conduct a similar distribution
this year only on a much larger scale and giving more time for those wishing to enter to take advanbage of the offer. In selecting these
'ammo great care has been exercised and the list made varied as possible so as to appeal to the greatest number of people.We have tried to
aluclein list, articles which would attract and be u3eful to everyone. .In making the selection the question of merit has been uppermo3t at all
and nothing but the very best is included. The descriptions given below may be relied upon to be strictly accurate and not superfluous
play. Every one is also assured that a perfectly fair distribution according to the conditions published below will be made.

HE LIST OF PRIZES IS AS FOLLOWS:
-PREMIUM NO. I. PREMIUM NO. 8 ;:+'+'++'
.4tbbl."Suisreme"
Pat.Flour

We headed the list last
year with a barrel of Acme
Milli & Elevator Co's. "Su
preme" patent flour, and it
proved such an attractive
preriffune that we have decided to again use it as an
opener Every one knows
the high quality of this
Sour and we will not dwell
on it.

PREMIUM NO. 2.

1=5R=1‘/Z=71\Z NO_ =Z.

1 dozen Cabinet
Photographs.

A god photograph is a
thing to be highly prized.
These photos are to be made
at the gallery ot C. H. Anderson in Hopkinsville of
any subject the winner desires. The photos are to be
full cabinet size, finished in
the latest tone and in every
respect are the highest qual•
ity of work.

This premium will appeal
One Tear's
to those who live in the
Subscription
0011ritry or are lovers of
ores. This bridle is of the
To Weekly New Eta. The
ety best quality and may New Era is the best weekly
selected by the winner.
paper in Kentucky having
been recently enlarged. it
now containing from two to
sixteen pages of live news
each week

PREMIUM NO..6.

MIUM NO. 4.

'

Ladies
Silk Umbrella

Ladies
$5.00 Ht

Another premium sure to
be appreciated by the ladies
is tie handsome silk urnbroils offered here. This is
to be selected by the winner

We have offered a full suit
for the ladies with the exception of the hat and here
it is. This hat is to be aulected by the winner.

Choice"

8111Whing tobacco. This is
log for the smokers.
liebeaeo is manatee0th.
in Hopkinsville by
T. Martin Tobacco Lowny's Candy
awl is one of the finest Those with a "sweet
and purest tobaccos tooth" will relish this premMarket.
ium. There is no better
candy on the market than
this famous brand and that
is the reason we include it.

Waist Pattern.

A handsome suit ease,
such as the one here offered, le sure to be appreciated by every member of the family, and
will be found to almost
literally be "worth it
weight in (mid" w▪ h▪ enever a journey is to be made. The
suit case offered here is made of solid leather with braes
trimmings and fastenings, with or without straps.

PREMIUM NO. 20 PREMIUM NO, 24
Sib.
Pr Clapp's
"Ellis

PREMIUM NO. 3.

Id Necesity."

Solid Leather
SUIT CA811

'PREMIUM NO. 23

PREMIUM NO. 9.

Illding Bridle.

Premium No. 11

The capital prize of the distribution is prepented here. Numbers of articles were considered
for this honor but nothing seemed so suitable as a farm wagon,and the Mogul. manufaetered by the
Forbes Mfg. Co., of Hopkinsville. was selected as the best to be procured This wagon, which goes to
the person whose name Is on the 26th ticket drawn from the wheel, is built as follows: Cast steel
skein 819; tire lXx% Inc:ies. Wheel special low. Capacity 8,500 to 4,000 lbs; bed 8 ft 6 inches wide,
98 Inches deep and 1u3 feet long, fitted with the celebrated Patent Drop End Oats. The material used in the construction of this wagon is only the beet, the axle being of Melva', the spokes special A
grade, the hobs, hounds, etc ,being of specially select,d White Oak. The spokes are driven Into the
hub wider 760 pound pressure, the tires are put on cold and the entire wagon is treated to three separate coats of paint and finished with a coat of body varnish It is undoubtedly the bast and most
serviceable wagon on the market.

PREMIUM
NO.
5.
vinbr
.
uai 44+4+++.4444444+.4++++.4

Mike 'always attract the
.
nes
ladies and so we have m- G
this as one of the
Even rainy, bed weather /
ems. The pattern is
selected by the winner. will have no terrors for the
•
person who draws this prem.
limn This umbrella is of the
Ladies
*10
trtst
silk
with
steel
quality
7
rod. It may be selected by Dress Pattern
at Chopper. the
winner.
This pre"Thirteen" ie considered
mium is
an unlucky number but it
offered
Is certain that this is an
especiallbs. Chase ga exceptinti to the rule. This
!premium is to be selected
ly for the
bcnefit of Sanborns
by the winner and is there
the house
for s ire to please.
Nothing
is
mOre
appetizwife. No
ing than a cup of good hot
,natter
the benefit of
what you coffee and for
those
want to age who enjoy this beverthis
prenitum
is offered.
prepare
e table or iu eanningi Tne market does not afford
a better brand of coffee than
meat chopper will be Chase
& Sanborn's "Seal
useful. It ig fitted
Brand" Mocha and Java,
four different size 'steel sold
W T. Cooper & CO.
by
g blades which can be
is always fresh being
ad
ted by any one in a few ; It
packed in air tight tin cans.
IMMOe

plitmium No 13 PREMIUM NO, 14 PREMIUM NO. 16 PREMIUM NO. 18

mium No.

PREMIUM
NO 12
4

Coif..

SO Gold Standard Cigars
Harness These
cigars are manufac-

Daily CourierJournal Set ofDriving
One Year.
In order to keep posted in
this strenuous ago a person must read. No paper
gives mote eomt let.ly the
news of the day than the
Courier-Journal, the hest
daily publishe i• in Kentucky.

During the winter when
roads are bad A good set
of harness will pre.ve most
ecce.ptable. The set here
offeied is a good strong
one suitable tor general
sco vice Either collar and
hames or breast strap.

Smoking Tobacco. Ibis is
another of the celebrated
brands of smoking tobacco
manufactured by the H. T.
Martin Tobacco Mfg. Co. of
Hopkineville. It is menufactored from the natural
home grown leaf and is sure
to please the most fastidious
smoker.

PREMIUM NO. 21

Fine Shoes.

For easy wearing qualities
and long lastingaess no shoes
equal thaw manufactured
by Edwin Clapp a Son. To
be selected
te by the winner at
tbe store of J. T. Wall & On.

PREMIUM NO. 26
Fine Oak
Center Table

The housewife will also
appreciate this premium.
he table is made of fine
"Perfection" is the brand quartered oak and will adorn
of patent flour manufactur- any home.
ed by the Crescent Milling
Co.. of Hopk Insville, and It
is also perfection lu quality.
"There is nothing better."
BoysSuit

bbl 'Perfection'
Pat. Flour

Premium No. 27
of
Clothes

tured by H L Lebkeueher
Hookinsville,11Cy.,and are
pronounced by all oonnieDaily New Era
suers to be the finest be
1 Year
cigars on the
market.
A premium which
Won't they be acceptable
during the cold winter keeps coming every
day for an entire year
weather?
is sure to be appreciated and
tele is what the Daily New
Era will dn. It will also
keep you fully informed both
as to local and foreign hapneniegs. If you don't get
this premium come in and
subscribe aue how.

PREMIUM NO. 22

We don't want
the boys to
think the% were
neglectea and
'AO we offer a
suit of clothes
for them. This
is to be selected
entirely by the
lucky young
mar who draws
this prize.

Premium No. 7--Steven's Single-Barrel Shot Gun

Fitemium No. 15-$5 Stetson Hat.

Premium s
No 10

tears FILITT1of good
5 of h ts
Maillielfactured
butt-Otone which
the popu4m
of the Stetris
Thi.
, famous
eort;
brand i- justly
meitabrated for it,
114111 quo'its,. The
above cut show,
°naafi the many
shapes but the winner of tt,ie premium wiq select the hat

One pair of Queen
Quality Shoes."Queen
Quail y" is a synonym
for the best in ladies
shoes. These &hoes sell
for $3.50 a pair and are
menufecture d in all
grades of leather, all
lasts and
sizes end
with the latest toe and
heel The winner will
select the shoes to suit
her fancy at the store
of Baesett & Co , who handle this brand.

lte

In selecting this premium all leading Makes of guns w-re c•msidered and che "Stevens" was selected This gun is one of the b-st and Is'evt imor•rved 711 V.ilrao.tired be the Stevens Arms Cie end
is fully guaranteed in every earticular. D-14 ,rintion—Spouial "Electro" steel barrel, choke bored for
nitro powder. Drop forged and came hardened fretne, ,op snap; low rebounding hammer has mitten-tette shell ej eel". varnished waii u- stock with pistil grip, rubber teitt plate. patent snap, walnut forearm and metel Het. Adepte I for any atend etc' in see of shell, factory loaded, with black or smekeless powder. 12-gauze 80 inch barrel, weight about fiee lbs.
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How the Contest Will Be Conducted.

F

OR EACH 50c

paid on subscription to either the WEEKLY or
.a blank ticket will be issued to such person, on which
DAILY NEW ER,
he will write his name and address and it will be deposited in a large wheel
which is sealed.

At 11 O'clock on December 28th
A committee, composed of Mayor Jouett Henry, Mr.J. E. McPherson and Major E.B.
Bassett, will open the wheel, after thoroughly mixing the tickets. A child will be
blindfolded and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at a time. This ticket will
be taken charge of by the committee, and after judging of its genuineness the name
will be read aloud. The first prize will be given to the parson whose name is on the
first ticket drawn from the wheel, the second prize to the person whose name is en
the second ticket and so on, until all the prizes are given away. No other conditions
apply to contestants except that 50e must be paid on subscriptions tot every ticket.

Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send in
their remittatice with the assurance that their tickets will be placed in the wheel
and that they will be promply notified in case they should draw a prize.
No person connected with the New Era in any manner, nor any member
of their families, will be allowed to participate in the contestsubscribers who
in arrears are utged to pay their subscriptionsAllstiaribd
at once
their namesin
snws
eaarrel y.
Persons who do not now take either the Weekly or Daily are invited to
do SO and get as many chances as possible to win one or more of the prizes, as under
the coedit:one it is possible for one person to win them all.
remai nl the same ise before:

The subscription prices wi

$1 25 for three months or 10e per wet k Jr the DailySVL
;
P r4ratar
cl"fhl t
"tit itstit-d
x il:rt:trehs8
.
The Weekly, the largest and best weekly paper published in the country, $1 per year

Get in early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next one
no matter if you have one or one hundred chaticee.
+1-1+++++++++++++++++++64-0-644444-6-•-6-•-•4444-#444++44++++

SEND REMITTANCES, TO

w Era Pub.

Send Stamps.

•

liaPKINSVILLE,

Do Not Send Stam ps

_

YOUNG WHITE WHO MYSTERIOUSLY PERON IS NAMED K. I. T. LURIE ENDS SEASON WITH
BULLETINS.
DISAPPEARED final TURNS UP,
HOPKINSIIIIE IN ,FOURTH PLACE.
(Special to New Era)
DENVER,Col., S -pt. 15.—The Republican state convention nominated
the following ttaket:
Governor—James H. Peabody.

WENT TO

P‘ITTS B U Noe i
FOR
LOOKING
WORK
' I

Lieutenant governor—J. F. Mc-

ift -PERSONAL 814

Donald.

Mr. Tom Barker, Jr., of Kennedy,
il la In town.

The platform indorses the adminis•
Dation of Gov. Peabody and calls on

BIG BENEFIT CAME HERE
•
TODAY-

(Special to New Era.)
COVINGTON, Ky., Sept. Di—
Betteriea—Ferrell and Better. Gilcta! Judge Gliokore rendered II
bert and Downing.
thalpire—PoPP• eision today
holding the new
—Itna all over.now.

registration law unconstitutional.

—The 1904 season is now only a
CHICAGO, Ill., Sept. IS
memory.
• —There is now mutts talk in all Pullman Car Works shut dowse
clay, throwing 7,000 men out
Everybody Should Turn Out
. the cities of the league of post-season
the spirit of lawlessness which would
games.
This is the case in Hopkins- ployment.
to Bee Last Contest
turn popular government into irrevine but as yet no definite announceof the Year.
Mr. John Bullard has returne sponsible despotism and keep alive
NEW YORK,Sept. 16.--.Tudg•
ment has been made.
I from Bow ling Green.
Al
,
class hatred,law'Fiume.'and hatred."
—The Oittsburg National league ton B. Parker arrived here
Arthur White, the fifteen year-old !
The
platfor
m
pledges
caridiBarker
the
Dr.
, of West Fork, was in
team plays the Paducah E. I. T. his yacht Sapphire. He is
son of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. White, who
(From Thurterity's Daily.)
dates to restrain any excesses whatthe city yesterday.
Mysteriously disappeared Olt August
league
team at Paducah this after- various political friends.
The Hopklusville baseball team of
ever practiced by capital or labor.
Mr. Keene Roach, of Evensville,
noon.
Stho and for whom dihgent eenich
the
/Kentu
cky-Illinois-Tenn essee,
An eight hour law is favored.
;5 visiting Mr. Frank Trice.
has since been made without finding
—Paducah says the pentaant is
league and a crack club composed of
any trace whatever, returned to this' Mr. T. D. Armistead left yestet day
players from this city and elsewhere theirs beyond a doubt. Calico is still
on a business trip to St. Louis.
airy Monday and is now at his hems
will play a match game at Athletic chewing the raiecizvAr their losing it
Because he thought the train
Mr. Meriwather Mason. of Masonon the Van Cleve 1,1500 Soot Of this
Park tomorrow afternoon at 3:46 and may try to have the figures so which
be was riding was gotetgAt
yule, was in the city yesterday.
city.
o'clock for the benefit of the mem- changed that it will again float over figure in
a wreck, James Swatthirtit
The 04/y stepped oft the early morn, Mr. Holland Garnett, from The
the Egyptian!' park.
In the Belief That It Is .That bers of the league team.
of Dawson Spring, leaped from
Square, spent Tuesday in the city.
the
L. & N. northbound passenger
—The Paducah papers say that
Gill Edwards. the popular Hop.
coach window with his baby
of B. Frank Lafton.
iniblei
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rufus
Carter,
train Monday and left erotica on foot
from
kinsville boy vi ho has won a brilliant Pieplio is putting up the finest game arms.
He claims he received severe
(Special to New Era.)
for Kelly station, where he Ines rela- Guthrie, are visiting relatives here.
reputat
ion in the elnee I league,will at first for Clarksville seen this sea- injuries in
CADIZ
,
Ky.,
making the leap and FriSept.
—It
14
is
DOW
Dr. F. W. Williams, if Lafayette,
tives. While in the city he told Offison ill this league. They say his
thOlIght that the dead body which pitch for the local team, and Bomar
day he filed suit for $600 de:mogul
was
awoug
visitors
the
to
:he
city
la
cer George %Valker and others that
methods are different from Dummy
the H spiking county circuit
yesterday.
was found in the Tennessee river, in or Pettifer wig twirl the sphere for
court
he had been to Pittsburg but finding
Hughes' but his work is better.
the
leaguer
s.
against the L11111016 Ceatral Rallree
Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Tandy have re- Marshall county, on the 30th of
d
nothing to do there, he had returned
With all of this do you suppose he is
turned from a visit to Mr. Clark Tan. August, was that of B. Frank Lefton, Only 25 cents admission will be
compan
y.
to this county. On the morning of
good
as
as
Myers?
i dy, at Lexington.
of near Ironton, this county, and his charged, and the grendstand and
his disappearance he lid not come to
bleaches should be packed with peo—The gains at Pembroke this afFox Nominated.
Messrs C. 0. Prowse and E. M. relativea are preparing to exhume
ple as the game will be the last of ternoon was attende
this city, but went to Clarksville,
•
d
by
large
a
Moss attended the gun tournameet the body and make &thoro
ugh inves- 11011S011.
The Republicans of Hopkins counwhere be disposed of his bicycle. et Paducah ye,terday.
crowd of fans front this city.
tigation. A pocketbook containing
ty have nominated !etcher R. Fox.
When he got off the train here he had
—We
finished last, last year, and
Messrs. Dennis Shaw and "Pap" two "luck bones," which
STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
of Madisonville, who is well known
were found
no baggage of any kind, and did not ; McKee left teday for
the improvement elsowu this season
S. Louis to at on the dead man, aud
played
won
lost
pet
his
I
here,
hat,
have
to make the race for county
snow the effects of having suffered tend the World's Fair.
is very gratifying. If a correspondPaducah
124
been identified by Lafton's wife.
74
50
697
judge.
1
any hardships while on his journey.
ing improvement is developed for
Dr. N. S. West, wife and son left
Cairo
122
72
50
590
He did not say why he didn't return this morning for Bowling Green to
next year Hopkinsville will be a facClarksville ...123
64
69
tor in the race for the pennant.
at om..e to his parents' home. Mr. attend the Warren County Fair.
Hopkinsville ..122
55
67
460
White was notified, however, of his'
—Moore and Marre will be in the
Mr.
Robert
Shaw,
the
clever
and
'
Henderson ....123
'
54
69
439 Americ
Sons return such, he at once went to popular clerk at the Cerulean Springs
.
an Association next year.
Vincennes ....124
52
72
hotel, spent yesterday in the city.
419 Their release has beet, purchased
Kelly and took him home.
Brackrogge & Brother have fitted
from the Hopkinsville adub by Min- bp a Cafe in the
Miss Bate Bradshaw, of Casky,
The boy's disappearance caused a
rear of their plasm of
AT HENDERSON.
neapolis. They are great favorites business on
East 7th street, and are
great sensation here. It was thought was in the city last night to see WalHenderson, Ky., Sept. 15.—Hopthereotbe
will be
i generall
o
regret now prepared to serve
ter Edwards in "The Sigp of , the
short orby Mr. W hite that a unto named
re,they
d willeltne
with eBrowns ders at all hours.
kinsville celebrated the close of the that
Four."
All the delinext season. Their work in the big cacies of
Rube Wilson, who claitned to have i
the season can be • had
season by taking the concluding
Miss Mary Peyton Moore, of the
league will be watched with keenest at their cafe,
men and talked with the boy here Masonvi
and they would respectgame from Henderson. Score:
lle neighborhood, is the
interest. Both players are lutelIi-j fully solicit
a share of the pubile's
on the day of his diessppearauco, guest of Mrs. W. H. Cummi
ngs, Jr.,
H E gent and gentlemanly and deserve to Ipatronage.
Oysters, fish,game, ate.
might have murdered him. The ne- South Main street.
Hopkinsville
6 3 2 succeed.
served on order.
dit wit
Hender
son
gro was arrested and put in jail, but
2 3 4
Miss Lail& Rascoe, from Roaring
the officers be comingoonvince dof his Springs, passed through the city yesen route to Nashville to enter
Innocence of any crime,released ht.n. terday
vatege.
His story of seeing young White in
Miss Olinipia Minims, of AliensHopkinsville. however, was entirely
villa; passed through Hopkinsville
false and no reason can be &ssigiied
yesterday en route house from Dawfor his telling it. The boy's parents son Spring
s where she had been spenthought that pro..ably the boy had ding some Line.
been murdered and search was made
Mr. W. J. Hopson, of the firm of
Wholfsale & Retail Grocers.
for his body, not only in the neleh_ Hopson Bros., of Gracey, left Tuesborhood of his home, but also iii rth day for Sr. Louis to spend a few days
at the World's Fair and to buy his
of WWII.
winter dry goods and clothing.
Mr. W. G. Fox has resigned his
position with the Forbes Mfg.Co , to
accept a posttests as bookkeeper with
the Internatemal Harvester company at Knoxville, Tenn. His many
-A party of Lsfayette people are friends will greatly regret hisdepartIn St. Louis attending the World's ure from H uskinsville. He will leave
for Knoxville tomorrow and will
Fair.
move hie family there le October.
—A
little through-tha.country
i Mr. James W. Bruit, Jr. left Turashow exhibited here a few days ago
day last sver the I. C. for St. Louis,
before a big audience. Times never after a visit of several
days to his paget too hard for people to buy show I rents at Julien, Ky. He was accompanied back to St. Louis by Ma moth.
tickets.
er, three sisters and two brothers.
— There was considerable exciteMrs. Bruit, Mr. and Mrs. E. MeMurment here last week among the neray, Misses Annie and Ettie Bruit
groes over the theft of Uncle Milton and Master Howard
Brut!, who will
McKeuzie's watch. The time-piece spend some time at the fair.
and a coored boy disappeared at the
DELECATES NAMED.
same time. There was a great hue
CADIZ, Ky., Sept. 15 —About 100
and cry and a warrant of arrest was of
the best tanners of this couttty
sworn out but the boy escaped. U n- met
here to discuss the advisit fineolo Milton says the watch cost about of
organizing a farmers union in this
50 cense
county, and to send delegates to the
FOR
—The farmers of this section are
Dark Tnhacco convention, which is
very horsy cutting tobacco. They are
called to Meet at Guthrie, Ky., o
having some delightful weather for
Saturday, 3eptetuber 24. Two deletheir work, and if the weather congates were selected from each pretinues favorable throLghout this
cinct in the county to attend the con week a large portion of the crop will
vends)°, and the tneeting was very
be housed.
enthusiastic. It was adjourned ti.
-.Mr. John Baynham and Wife, of
meet here again the second Monday
Oklahoma, are visiting the family of
in October. The object of this orMrs. Sam Hester.
ganization ia to demand a better
— Miss Mildred Hester has accept- price for
tobacco
ed a position with tne Home Telephone Co. as day operator at this
place.

Not In HopkInsville and Wit- • , Mr.,Stephen Williams, of Elktoti,
lain the city.
son's Story Was Wholly
Mr. J %V. Cross. of Pembroke, was
False.
in tie city today.

all citizens irrespective of party to
support him in his efforts to "rebuke
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NEW CAFE.

WT Cooper
& COMPANY

RED FRONT GROCERY.

LAFAYETTE NOTES

SCHOOL WRAPS
$4.50

RaydiFowler
Gunther's

Webrated

TOM KIPPUR

— Mr. John Griffin is at home again
after eighteen niontha sojourn in
Holiday to Be Observed Here
Elkton. He has been there working
Next Monday.
for the Cumberland Telephone Co,
Mrs.0 W. southall, of Hope insMonday marks is very important
and Mr. Howard Thacker, of holiday in the Jewish calendar, Yom
'
vimited rsiatives at Lafayette Kippur, or the Day of Atonement. It
will be observed by all Jews in
he
• lay.
ity and Jewish merchants will close
1'1,1
their places of business on that day.
The holiday begins at six o'clock on
a AIL MI Re tZ2 Wt.It A.
Sunday night and lasts until six
TM
YOtl Have Aiwa Bee& o'clock on Monday night, or from the
loan tbs
setting of the sun Sunday till the set&OM=
Wig of the same Monday evening.

CANDIES.
Both Phones
Day or Night
Cumberland, 226
Home, 1113
MAIN AND NINTH STS.

By a fortunate purchase we are able to offer
beautiful quality cloth made into Jackets like the
above cut, handsomely tailored, in the new shades
--over plaid, grays. This makes an exceptionally
pretty and serviceable wrap for school. All sizes
in misses at

4• 50 xif

J. H. Anderson & C
"e'•!e7

.
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